The Other Boleyn Girl Disappoints

March Madness Hits Trinity

Arts reviewer says that for all the media hype
the film received, the movie falls short of greatness despite the various stars onscreen, page 14

Chock out the Tripods Final Four pre
dictions and articles on how to pick
your NCAA bracket, centerfold
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Trinity to Walk it Out'
Psi Upsilon Signs DJ Unk for
Concert to Benefit Hartford Hospital
LIZZIE BROWN
MANAGING EDITOR

On Saturday, Apr. 19, DJ Unk will be performing at Psi
Upsilon (Psi U), supplementing the activities already scheduled for Spring Weekend. DJ Unk's setlist will include "2
Step," "Hit the Dance Floor,"
' - and "Walk it Out." All •
members of the Trinity
College community are
\ invited to purchase '
.^tickets to the event!
j (priced at $20), the '
J proceeds of which will
jbenefit the Patricia '.
and Andrew Salner •
American1
Cancer
Society•
Patient
Navigation
rogram at t h e !
Helen & Harry Gray ;

SGA Rejects Comcast Cable Contract
Senate Calls Upon Comcast, Competitors to Draft New Contracts
SARAH HARVEY
and JAMES KUKSTIS
NEWS EDITORS

The Student Government
Association (SGA) senate
see
<
voted against signing a new
CONCERT]
contract
with
Comcast,
'• on page 18 '
Trinity's
current
cable
provider,
on
Sunday.
Comcast's proposal was a
binding three-to-five-year contract. The SGA also passed a
resolution emphasizing the
need to reallocate cable funding from its current source,
the Student Activities Fee
(SAF).
The SGA will seek a oneyear contract to be funded by
the SAF. During that time, the
SGA hopes to work with the
administration to transfer
cable funding obligations from
the SAF to another, more
appropriate source, such as

the roonrand-board fee. The
SGA's resolution also reaffirmed that students find
cable a valuable College-provided commodity.
The school's existing contract with Comcast Cable
expires at the end of this
semester, and final decisions
about
students' cable
access for the
next academic { See videos of SGA{
year have yet
members express-p
ing their feelings |
to be made.
on the issue of|
Comcast's
providing cable, j
proposal
states, "The
monthly per unit service fee
may be increased by the company upon thirty (30) days
with written notice consistent
with service rate increases
applicable to residential subscribers in Hartford, CT." The
SGA found this proposal unac-

ceptable due to the contract's
longevity and increased cost.
The SGA is aiming for a
short-term
contract,
as
opposed to Comcast's binding
three-year proposal.
"As I have said from the
beginning, I am totally committed to keeping cable on
campus," said SGA President
Andrew Pedro '08. "I think the
big issue right now is should it
be a [SAF] fee or should it be
something from housing. I
have looked at other schools in
the NESCAC and the vast
majority of others either pay a
fraction of cable or they don't
pay for cable at all and it
becomes a housing fee."
The SGA hopes that its
one-year, SAF-funded contract
will convince the College that
cable
is
a
commodity
see SGA on page 9

Critically Acclaimed Wire' Screenwriter Lectures at Trinity
MIKE ROBINSON
SENIOR EDITOR

On Wednesday, March 5,
the Reese Room at the Smith
House was packed to capacity
for writer George Pelecanos'
lecture. Many people were
forced to sit on the floor or
stand against the walls in
order to hear Pelecanos discuss his books and his work on
the hit HBO show "The Wire."
Now in its final season, "The
Wire" is one of the most critically acclaimed and beloved
shows on television. Pelecanos
serves as one of the main writers for the show, which portrays inner-city struggles in
Baltimore from several perspectives and sides of the law.
He has also written 15 novels
and received a slew of awards
for his work, including two

Los Angeles Book Awards, and
an Emmy nomination for his
important contributions to
"The Wire."
Pelecanos opened his talk
by showing a scene that he
wrote from season three of the
show, from an episode titled
"Middle Ground." The scene
showed Cutty, who was formerly in the drug business
and had served time because
of it, asking Baltimore drug
king pin Avon Barksdale for
money to start a gym to help
kids who spend most of their
time
on
the
corners.
Barksdale agrees without
question. Pelecanos stressed
that Barksdale's character,
someone who does destructive
and harsh things but also
gives back to the community,
is the type of complex character that "The Wire" strives to

portray and that actually
exists on the streets. He then
read a scene from his book
Drama City, in which a
recently-released former drug
addict gives a confession at an
NA meeting. The powerful
emotion and language were on
par with his "Wire" screenplays.
The final clip he presented
was also from the show's
"Middle Ground" episode, in
which Barksdale and his longtime associate Stringer Bell
discuss how they'd risen to the
top after spending their youth
as poor street kids. The
scene's
most
memorable
moment is Barksdale and
Bell's mutual betrayal, in
their fight to gain control of
the Barksdale empire. The
writing was once again crisp
and emotional. Many people

tout this scene as one of the
best in any season of the show,
and it is clear that Pelecanos'
ear for dialogue and his
uncanny ability to develop
characters played a large part
in the show's critical praise.
Pelecanos then fielded
questions from the audience.
Most of the questions were
"Wire"-related, as fans tried to
delve deeper into the formation of the characters and
plots. But some audience
members asked Pelecanos
directly about his personal
views and his long writing
career, and these questions
generated the most interesting answers.
When asked what he
believed was the most essential component of being a good
writer, Pelecanos replied,
"Listening is the most impor-
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tant thing I do." He told stories of riding with the police
on duty, going to trials, spending time on the corners, and
going to a bar to have a beer
and seeing what he could find
out. He spoke about the
process of writing in conjunction with others, saying
"Working with a lot of writers
can be a lot of fun. It can be
really hard too ... The good
thing about it is it can elevate
what you've done."
Another person asked
Pelecanos if he viewed "The
Wire" as a vehicle for political
or social change. "As a group,"
he said, "we don't think there's
big government solutions to
this." He emphasized that the
show's main objective was to
expose people to the realities
see WRITER on page 18
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The Student Government
Association (SGA) broadcasts a
live feed of their weekly senate
meeting on their Web site. Any
interested party can watch it,
free of charge, from the comfort
of their home or dormitory.
Instead of riveting political dialogue, what is more likely to be
seen are squabbles over what is
and what is not "out of order."
Parliamentary procedure is
necessary in order to keep a
meeting moving and effective,
but in order for dialogue to not
crash and burn into a passionate yelling match, it is also necessary that SGA members fully
understand procedure.
Witnesses of Sunday, March
9th's senate meeting, which
focused on the debate over
cable (see the News article on
page l) saw Parliamentarian
Nathan Kirschbaum '09 constantly
correct
senators'

actions, which consistently
strayed from what has been
deemed "in order." These corrections, however, were rarely
respected by the senate, and
often provoked further argument, rather than polite compliance.
In an absolutely bizarre
turn of events, the senate twice
motioned and voted to apparently remove all rules to facilitate debate, prompting David
Kimball-Stanley, Senator for
the Class of 2009, to exclaim,
"We are in no man's land," and
"There is no order!" If the senate believes it is possible to
achieve success in dialogues by
removing the rules, then why
bother with parliamentary procedure at all?
The proceedings appeared
especially ridiculous when
many of the senate members
were visibly frustrated and

confused by what was going on.
Many of them appeared to not
take the procedure seriously,
which begs the question concluding the previous paragraph
to be asked again.
The Tripod does not mean
to belittle the effectiveness of
the SGA this semester. Quite
the contrary, in fact. Zona
Mexicana no longer exists at
Trinity, due in large part to a
survey conducted by the SGA.
The SGA has provided the
Bantam Bus which, consistency of use aside, was something
for which students had
expressed a desire. The SGA
has been holding forums on
important topics in order to
better make decisions based on
students' opinions. To see one's
representatives argue over procedure instead of getting to the
meat of the matter is, quite
frankly, embarrassing.

Seniors Can Leave Legacy with Trinity Donations
Our collegiate experience has
been shaped by money: giving it
by the bucketload in tuition,
watching as interest on our
loans soars, seeing how a lack of
money translates to class and
faculty cuts - the impact that
money has had on our Trinity
experience is staggering.
As some students near graduation, Trinity has begun the
donation push, urging seniors to
donate to the Senior Class Gift.
To some — who have been paying
$40,000 plus for four years - the
request to donate seems excessive, to say the least.
Let's be frank, though.
Trinity needs the money.
This year, the Senior Class
Gift will used to create a scholarship - the Class of 2008

Scholarship — which will help
fund the education of an incoming Trinity freshman beginning
next year. The Senior Class has
set a goal of 90 percent participation and $8,000 raised.
As added incentives, Trinity
College Trustee and alumnus
Tim Walsh '85 has offered to
match, dollar-for-dollar, donations up to 79 percent participation. Walsh will match, two dollars-forone dollar, all gifts once
the class reaches 80 percent participation and a $5,000 bonus —
all funds will go into the
Scholarship Fund.
Additionally, Walsh will give
$5,000 towards Senior Week
when 85 percent participation is
reached and an additional
$2,500 when 90 percent partici-

pation is reached.
Whether we enjoyed every
minute of our time here or wanted to transfer constantly but
never did, Trinity has shaped us
in countless ways and transformed us all into the people we
are today.
It's impossible to put a price
on a good education, but, unfortunately, Trinity comes with a
very high price tag. By giving
back to Trinity, students are able
to fluid an education for a student who otherwise might not be
able to attend Trinity.
The Tripod strongly urges
every available senior to donate
to the Senior Class Gift.
Please visit tcommerce.trincoll.edu to donate or contact
Emily.Moore@trincoll.edu.

The Editorial represents a majority view of the Tripod Editorial Staff.

Letters to the Editor
Reader Suggests Solution
To Parking Problem

worried about the environment, why use your car when
you can" use your UPass? If
Last week, Anne Benjamin Anne is living downtown, as
aired her frustrations with she claimed last week, then
Trinity College. I would like to the P, F and Q routes should
refute her feeble argument all be accessible to her. If Anne
with her own words. According wants to "alleviate the daily
to Anne, "Parking tickets have stress of commuting," then I
been showering down on stu- suggest she take the bus.
dents every day." She is upset
because she lives off campus Anton Kick-Ossen
and every day her head is Graduate Student
"filled with anxiety about finding a space in the morning" for
Study Abroad Program
her car. She asks, "Who is
Tries To Help Students
helping us out?" and proclaims,
"Trinity
College
Amanda Tramont states, in
should make at least some her piece about the study
effort to help out those" who abroad experience, "Trinity
live off campus, as she does. needs to do a more thorough
Trinity College has done job of preparing students going
something. They have provid- abroad by requiring them to
ed the UPass, for free, so that take a course before they leave
students can take full advan- that will teach them what to
tage of the public transporta- expect from the culture, lantion here in Hartford. "First guage, and city." As one of the
things first," Anne, "if you are faculty sponsors of the

Barcelona Global Learning
Site, I'd like to point out that
there are courses at Trinity
designed specifically to do just
that. These courses are actually required, though many
Trinity students are exempted
from them for a variety of reasons. In addition, we cover culture shock and homesickness
quite extensively in our orientation. Our staff, here and in
Barcelona, worked long and
hard hours to provide Amanda
with every kind of support
imaginable before, during, and
after her study abroad term.
Despite the fact that study
abroad clearly caused Amanda
a good deal of anxiety, I call
attention to her own words;
"What I learned about myself,
Barcelona, and Europe as a
whole was priceless."
Pablo Delano
Associate Professor of Fine
Arts

Representatives i'roin every suction of I he Tripod will
be available In discuss article, ulcus, event info, and
Send a Letter to the Editor'- e-mail tripod@trincoll.edu or submit at www.trinitytripod.com.
news tip.s vriih you. Faculty and staff wolcouv:.
The Tripod Editorial Staff would like to apologize for the misspellings of Dennis Llewellyn's and Carver
Diserens' names in the Features interview in last week's Tripod, published Mar. 4, 2008.

OPINIONS
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New Tripod Column Not Humorous Feminist Label Need Not
Be Forced Onto Others
ELLEN COHN

OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

After picking up the Tripod
last week and reading through
the many articles, I felt compelled to respond to "What
Grinds My Gears." I thought
this section, while possibly
meant as a joke, was in no way
humorous.
The section made me feel
embarrassed for the Trinity
community. I cannot quite
understand why the Tripod felt
this section was important or
interesting enough to print. In
addition, each and every "frustration" represented students'
feelings of entitlement as well
as possible prejudice and sexist
attitudes.
The first "frustration" that
truly angered me was directed
towards local restaurants that
deliver food to Trinity. The
"Bashing Bantam" complains,
"Why can you not make the twosecond walk to my door? Is it too
cold for you? Are your legs
impaired? [...] I don't know
where you're from, but I know
that in my city, they bring the
food to you." I can't speak for all
students, but this quote disgust-

ed me.
This attitude of entitlement,
the idea that everyone works
solely for the students is one of
the biggest problems at Trinity.
By printing this quote, we
choose as a community to foster
the notion that we somehow
deserve, and are entitled to,
nothing less than door-to-door
service. When we think and ask,
"Why can you not make the twosecond walk to my door?" we
are, in turn, stating that we are
somehow "above" making that
same walk. Statements like, '1
don't know where you're from"
express an attitude that we are
far too civilized or important to
go to a waiting car to pick up our
food. I am disgusted by the entitled attitude embodied in this
quote.
I am at a loss to understand
why our student newspaper
would publish a person's
demand of another human to,
"Earn your tip and walk me my
food."
Other "frustrations" were
equally as horrible. The quote
regarding using your ID card at
the gym, yet again, expresses a
superior and entitled attitude
towards the Hartford communi-

ty and Ferris staff. A person
writes about the gym, "Look at
what I'm wearing; I'm not going
to rob the place." This statement
ALEXCHAMPOUX
ranged from outright accusaOPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
represents an underlying belief
tions of ignorance on my part, as
that appearance and clothing
well as accusations of misogyny,
which embody the majority
As
the of backwardness. They looked at
gives one some sort of special
"This Is What me with ridicule for believing
privilege. One "frustration"
a
Feminist myself to be anything but a femrefers to women as "eye candy"
Looks Like" inist. A common reaction was to
while another presumes that a
campaign got claim that I really was a femiwalk down the Long Walk will
under way last nist, but was too afraid of other
automatically yield a robbery at
week and we people's opinions to take a stand
gunpoint.
celebrated the and actually adopt the term.
anniversary
of
Some people may be reading 100th
Their reactions provoked an
this and think to themselves, International Women's Day here impassioned response from me,
"The frustrations are funny. at Trinity, I have been cast into a which I immediately posted as a
They are just jokes." In the situation that has caused me note on that ever-so-accessible
recent past, the Trinity commu- much agitation. I am an advo- forum^ Facebook. It was after
nity has had to learn the hard cate of women's rights and gen- this note was posted that anothway that "jokes" can actually be der equality. I have, within the er view of my non-affiliation with
quite hurtful. Demeaning and past year, made a significant per- feminism came to light. It was
elitist "frustrations" directed sonal sacrifice for the furthering after this note was posted that
towards other persons, made in of
women's
most of my other
jest, actually aren't that funny. rights, and I conI consider myself a per- friends, who do
not call themadd
If the Tripod wishes to be tinually
son who tries to
selves feminists,
more humorous, it should women to my cirimprove women's
decided to come
demand more of itself then cle of friends.
merely bashing delivery people, More than this
rights — I do not, how- out in force in
defense of rejectFerris employees, women, and friendship that I
ever, accept the title of
ing
the term
share with them,
Chartwells staff.
I treat them as a feminist, and, in fact, feminist. We all
have our own
reject this label.
[Editor's Note: The writer my equals and
reasons, but the
refused to have her article pub- would do anything for them if they required fact remains that there is a sublished with her photograph.]
my help to achieve some goal stantial (even larger than the
that was, in any way, beyond actual feminist movement, I
them. I consider myself a person would hazard) group of people
who tries to improve women's who, in their every action and
ing. The main point that I got rights — I do not, however, intent, strive for women's rights
from his Opinions piece was accept the title of a feminist, and, and hope for gender equality, yet
do not wish any affiliation with
the fact that, often, students in fact, reject this label.
the
feminist name. These people,
When
I
recently
shared
this
and professors want to meet,
but they would prefer to meet fact with the people around me, I male and female alike, voiced
over a "choice beverage" rather was shocked at the reaction I their discontent with the femithan a cup of coffee or espresso. received from it. Those that iden- nist movement, and almost every
I understand this may be a tified themselves with the femi- one of them had a story of an
common occurrence, but I do nist movement were invariably interaction with a feminist that
not believe that it is reason offended, shocked, and intoler- had served to solely harden their
enough to invest a bar on cam- ant of my decision to be separate
pus. I think that, in this situa- from them. Their reactions
see STUDENT on page 5
tion, if students and professors
are so set on having a beer, or
perhaps something stronger,
Heaven and Hell
they can find somewhere off
The Call of the Wild
campus to do this. Firebox, for
at Cleo:
at Pike:
example, is a restaurant that
angel wings
leopard print
could satisfy these desires
and
halo
halter top
without the negative implications a pub on campus would
have. In addition, I am unsure
about how often this situation
would arise, given that professors are not always on campus
at times appropriate to have a
drink.
My apprehensiveness about
the idea of a pub on campus is
that it may become yet another
arena for binge-drinking college students instead of providDisco Inferno
ing an environment where stuatVernon
Social:
dents and professors could
beil bottom pants
interact. Not only this, but I
believe that, practically speaking, the students interested in
having
discussions
and
expanding their learning
beyond the classroom (which I
do believe to be a great deal of
students at Trinity) will be
turned off by the binge-drinking atmosphere that will
inevitably over-run a pub.
Professors as well would
Fashion Problems of Multiple
undoubtedly be turned off by a

Pub Not Good Fit For Trinity's Goals
JOSH EPHRAIM
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

The idea of
a campus pub
had been discussed in the
Tripod in previous issues in
both a positive
and a negative
light. Each position has been
developed extensively, but I
still find it important to highlight why I think a pub would
not be a good addition to
Trinity's campus.
The goal of a college is to
foster academic and social
development in a diverse environment through classroom
learning, as well as through the
sharing of unique perspectives,
ideas, and experiences. Aside
from the classroom learning
aspect of this definition, discussion with people different from
oneself is the key to achieving
this goal. I do admit that there
is no central location for students and faculty to gather to
accomplish this objective and I
think few would disagree with
me. As with many college campuses, Trinity's is largely fragmented: by dorm location,
involvement in certain activities, age, religion, or ethnicity
(as well as many other qualities). This is a problem that
needs to be solved, and I do not
deny that the SGA has been
making a valiant effort alongside the administration to solve
this problem.
A campus pub, no doubt, is
another
well-intentioned
attempt to engage students and
professors in discussion that

would hopefully aid in the
sharing of unique perspectives
and ideas. This is exactly how
the people interested in the
betterment of the College
should be thinking. However, I
have significant doubts that a
campus pub would achieve this
goal.
There are several problems
inherent in the idea of a pub on
campus (many of which Peter
Kempson '10 cited in his
Opinions
article
from
November). First, the obvious
problem is that the drinking
age is 21. If we are attempting
to unite the student body or, at
least, encourage interaction, a
pub excludes essentially half of
the student body. In order to
solve this problem it is important that the pub not be exclusive to students under the age
of 21. The use of wristbands for
students over 21 would be a
good way to include the entire
campus while enforcing drinking laws.
The next problem is the
expenses associated with a
pub. We all know Trinity has
had to dip into the endowment
in the past few years and, now
that the budget is more stabilized, I do not think a campus
pub would be the best investment. However, if a pub were a
place that merely sold beer,
than I think this would be easily economically feasible to
make that an addition to an
establishment already on campus.
While Carver Diserens '09
posed many interesting ideas
as to why a pub would be
advantageous, I do not find his
arguments sufficiently convinc-

Themed Parties on One Night

see UNDERAGE on page 5

Cartoon by Trij>od Cartoonist Peter Kempson '10
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Alternative Social Scene Exists atTrinity! Republicans Set Up For
Successful Race in Nov.

to study, somehow, we don't
seem to need anyone to tell us
how to party. The only "guide"
. -»ib-?
"All work we seek is someone telling us
an( n 0
/.""V.*"
l
play what frat will be the most lively
".''.;
'£\ makes Jack a that night. However, I'd like to
£i '
<u,
dull boy." Who make it clear that in no way am
jl
!
-*\' '« i
could
forget I attempting to insult the frat
f.v
ji""^ this line from scene here at Trinity. During
i"'"MWr • j : jijj e
Shining, my first two years here, my life
."!•_'''£•-,'.•: vs.' said at t h e consisted of studying, tennis,
start of Jack Nicholson's and a whole lot of weekend frat
descent into madness from life. I loved it. It seemed so
work overload and isolation? "college- like." Music blasting.
Sound familiar to how you've People dancing. I couldn't get
However, when I
been feeling during midterms? enough.
You're not alone. And while I'm returned from my semester
not suggesting you blow off abroad, this die-hard love I had
some steam by murdering your for the frats was half as strong
family, I do recognize that as as it was before I left for
college students, we tend to go a Barcelona. I started to realize
bit crazy and become stressed that maybe there was more to
during midterms and final Trinity nightlife than this form
exams. God must have kept us of entertainment. And while I
in mind when He created the still have loads of fun at frats
world. He blessed us by giving when I do go, I started to broadus two days a week when we en my horizons and began discan let loose and enjoy our- covering other forms of enterselves, otherwise known as the tainment Trinity had to offer,
and would strongly encourage
weekend.
other
students to do the same.
While most students need a
guide before a test that tells
Let's face it. While the
them what concepts and terms majority of students will head
AMANDA TRAMONT
OPINIONS WRITER

to the frats on the weekend,
there are a select few who are
looking for an alternative weekend plan that may be a bit more
"low-key." I'm a strong believer
in multi- tasking. I think we
can take advantage of this form
of nightlife while balancing it
with other activities. For example, our campus is lucky enough
to have its very own movie theater right on campus, known as
Cinestudio, which plays a wide
variety of both old and contemporary films. The price of $7.00
may seem a bit "unreasonable"
considering the movie theater is
on the very campus where we
already go to school, but the
convenience of attending a
Saturday night movie without
having to pay for a cab or getting into a car makes it worthwhile. Now all that's missing
are the refreshments. Can you
please pass the popcorn?
If you're looking for a more
active form of entertainment,
how about trying another type
of exercise other than dancing
'til you drop at the frats? I'm
see SPORTS on page 6

JIMMY
CARV'D
up
Tripod Staff Writer
Carver Diserens interviews
President Jones.
Carver Diserens: The more that I have
done my interviews and talked to professors,
the more I get a sense that professors feel
that they need to be very careful about choosing their words. What are the politics like at
Trinity? Should professors he worried about
what they say when they are interviewed?
Jimmy Jones: I think that anybody who
tries to dictate a common policy line on freedom of speech is making a gigantic mistake.
It's like when you asked me about censorship.
I think it's better to publish mistakes, even
embarrassing ones, than for the school to try
and censor the student newspaper. I feel the
same way about interviews: I don't ask you to
let me see them, I don't ask you to run them
by the public relations office because I think
that would be a very improper thing to do. I
would hope that there is not any political
stance of the College, other than the fact that
people should be responsible for what they
say and do and they should avow what they
say and do.
CD: Is there any worry about a disgruntled
professor who might say something that
would reflect poorly on the school? If something happened on campus and a professor
wanted to go talk to the Hartford Courant
about it, would you ever say anything to them
to try and convince them otherwise?
JJ"- I would never say anything to anyone
about anyone's right to say anything they
wanted - I'm too Jeffersonian. Free speech
undergirds everything we do. So I might disagree with you violently on any sort of subject. You know you get into these things like,
someone who says something like, "The

Holocaust didn't occur." Anyone who thinks
that has to be unbalanced. But I would never
tell you that you could not say something like
that at Trinity College. Before you do anything else, you have to protect someone's
right to say whatever they wanted to say,
however crazy and unfounded it might be.
The real problem comes when it's malicious.
That's where ethicists, even the best in the
world, have trouble trying to figure that stuff
out. We've got one on campus right now, Gary
Dorrien, who is the Reinhold Niebuhr
Professor of Social Ethics at Union
Theological Seminary. He is up here at
Trinity every Monday, on campus lecturing as
the Raether Distinguished Visitor. It's certainly a very gray place for journalists.
CD: It is tough, because there is a difference
between asking important, difficult questions
and actively trying to make someone look
bad, or having [an interviewee] make someone else look bad.
J J : The quandary that's yours is the primordial quandary for every journalist worth a
damn. If you go back and read the stuff about
how Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein did
the Watergate stuff, they had to resolve some
serious ethical problems. They didn't reveal
who Deepthroat was until the guy finally
came out and admitted it. We all had theories about who Deepthroat was. All of mine
were wrong. They were confronted with some
serious ethical problems nice, "Do we trust
the advice we're getting? Is this legitimate? Is
this really what happened? Was Richard
Nixon really on his hands and knees in the
Oval Office?" and so on.

There, Democrats are having
fun talking about feelings,
singing kumbaya, and bending
It is amaz- the rules to accommodate each
ing the differ- member of their coalition.
ence one year Meanwhile, Republicans are
can make in laying the foundation for victhe national tory.
political
This distinction in strateatmosphere. gies has cost the Democratic
In
2007, National Committee dearly.
Democrats were still euphoric Republicans have out
from their mid-term congres- fundraised their counterparts
sional
victories
and by a ratio of 6:1. Party
Republicans were licking their Chairman Howard Dean has
wounds from what President tried to spin these facts into
Bush called a "thumpin'." the best possible light, insistDemocratic presidential con- ing that they spent all their
tenders were riding high with money on a "50 state strategy."
Dean's plan allocated
the odds in their favor.
money
trying to turn tradiIt seemed that Republicans
tionally
red states blue.
were just going to have to
accept the fact that the 2008 However, if Hillary Clinton's
presidential election was out primary run has taught us
of practical reach. Yet, as this anything about the general
election, it's
season
has
that
you don't
Democrats were so
evolved
the
need
to win
Democrats have
confident in their
every
state
to
lost their seemchances
that
on
the
be
competitive.
ingly
insurThe general
mountable lead.
election night evening
election
will
Republicans are
Kerry's staff started to
most likely folback in the fight
call him "Mr.
low in the forwith a strong
mula from 2000
possibility of
President." But when
2004,
winning
in it was all said and done and
November.
where a handGeorge W. Bush was
This wouldful of swing
still the president
n't be the first
states decide
time that the squeaking out ;i victory the winner. Fn
Democrats lost
such states like
50 to 48 percent.
what appeared
Ohio
and
to be a sure
Florida, recent
thing. In 2004, it also looked polls have McCain with a
like Democrats were going slight advantage over Barack
take over the Oval Office. Obama and Clinton. Certainly,
John Kerry had a number of much can and probably will
issues with which to produce a change between November
win. The war in Iraq was and today, but these numbers
unpopular with violent battles still indicate that Republicans
in Fallujah and the discovery aren't as many laps behind as
of none of the alleged WMDs. was once thought.
The nation was still recoverThe situation in Iraq has
ing from the post-9/11 reces- also dramatically changed
sions, and abroad the United since early 2007. Republicans
States was seen as a bully. used to avoid discussion of the
Democrats were so confident war in Iraq like the plague. It
in their chances that on the was believed that anyone who
election night evening Kerry's would take on the subject
staff started to call him "Mr. would have their poll numbers
President." But when it was crash faster than Lindsay
all said and done George W. Lohan on day one of rehab.
Bush was still the president, McCain disproved that wissqueaking out a victory 50 to dom. McCain aggressively
48 percent.
called for sending more solThis year, one of the great- diers to Iraq, and lo and
est advantages for us bow tie behold his strategy worked.
aficionados and Field and Iraq is seeing record-low levStream subscribers is that els of violence due to the troop
while Democrats battle each surge.
other, we have already selectDemocrats will have a
ed a nominee. Now that John hard
time
convincing
McCain's fate is locked in, he Americans that lowering
can begin preparing for the troop levels, not surging, is
general election. All the while, best for both Iraqis and our
Democrats are engaged in an troops.
epic ugly process that resemIn addition to McCain's
bles more of a Native strength on the war in Iraq,
American vision quest than a he also has an impervious pernominating process. Instead of sonal history with which
planning their road to the Obama or Clinton will strugWhite House, it looks like the gle to compare themselves.
party decided it would wander Smear tactics are out of the
into the woods for 12 months question due to McCain's long
and see what happens when
they come out in August.
see GENERAL on page 5
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Underground Should Serve Alcohol Student Offended, PeerPressured by Feminists
continued from page 3

binge-drinking atmosphere.
I asked Assistant Professor
of English Christopher Hager if
he would be interested in meeting with students for a drink if
the school had a pub, and he
explained that it would depend
on the time and situation. For
example, he would not be interested in having a drink at 11
p.m. on a weeknight. In addition, he thought that it would
be more social than professional to meet over a beer, and,
therefore, he would not meet
with a student currently in one
of his classes in this environment. Instead, it would be more
appropriate to have a drink
with someone he had in a previous class who was perhaps considering postgraduate studies.
Hager also explained that
when he was an undergraduate
student at Stanford University,
there was a place that served
coffee throughout the day, and
after a certain time, beer was
served as well. During the day
this place was somewhere to
study, drink coffee, and hang
out, while in the evenings it
became a place where people
could relax, have some beer,
and even meet with professors.
What it was not was a place to
primarily drink alcohol. I think
the Underground Coffee House
would be a perfect place to
arrange for something like this
to happen. The only difference
from the Underground now
would be that beer would be
served, and I think this would

be a perfect centrally-located
hangout where people could
share diverse perspectives and
ideas and develop socially. This
type of situation would be a
good alternative to a pub that
would still serve the purpose
students and administrators
feel would be a good addition to
campus. I believe this type of
situation would be beneficial to
the school, dependent on many
specific factors.
In response to the argument that the pub would
encourage responsible alcohol
use, I have a hypothesis. I
believe that the majority of
alcohol-related violations on
campus are not committed by
students of legal drinking age,
but, rather, by those under the
age of 21. These are also the
students who are more likely to
exhibit less responsible alcohol
use. If my hypothesis is correct,
the responsible drinking habits
that could be learned by having
a beer with a professor will be
unavailable to those who most
need a good role model.
I do not think that a campus pub will achieve the goals
the administration and a large
part of the student body believe
such a pub will. It will not realistically foster any sort of personal development whether it
is academic or social. I will
admit that there are some positives to having another social
outlet. A pub could host another social activity on the weekend and be a place where
bands could play and events
could be held, but does it really

take a pub to accomplish this?
I think there are a wide variety of venues that already
serve this purpose.
Perhaps if concerts or other
activities were held more frequently at the Fred Pfeil
Community Center, Vernon
Social
Center,
or the
Underground Coffee House
and publicized more effectively, these activities would be
more legitimate alternatives
to the most popular nightlife
at Trinity. While I admire the
people suggesting the pub for
honorable reasons, I think
other, less drastic actions
could accomplish the same
goal. For example, the Vernon
Social Center hosts events
throughout the year on weekends but for some reason these
events are always sparsely
attended. I think if students
were more involved with planning and more willing to
attend these events, they
would be more legitimate
activities.
In order to foster an environment for the sharing of
unique perspectives, ideas,
and experiences, I think we
need to take action as a student body. New hangouts such
as a pub, even if effective, are
still not a replacement for student action. In order to
improve the discussions,
learning, and social life at
Trinity we all need to first
make a personal effort instead
of merely hoping another place
that sells us alcohol will do it
for us.

General Election Promises Close Fight
we live today. We are facing a one year ago. McCain is a
global war on terror that proven leader. Besides his
history of service to our coun- requires an unprecedented support of the troop surge, the
try as an airman, POW, and vigilance and commitment maverick Senator also ferretrespected Senator. The New against an unrelenting enemy. ed out corruption leading
York Times learned that les- Our economy faces new strug- hearings into the Jack
son when they implied with- gles as we find our new niche Abramoff scandal and stopped
out evidence that the Senator in the international market- pork barrel spending.
had an extra-marital affair. place.
As the 2000 and 2004 elecThe blowback from the article
And we still face tough tions proved, Americans prefer
earned McCain a record day of challenges at home: securing a candidate who has shown
fundraising. Experience is our
borders,
expanding they can deliver on their
also an issue out of play as healthcare, and protecting the promises, not one who shows
McCain has served in the environment. This election is their naivete. The scenery has
Senate for over 20 years to going to be about who changed dramatically since
Hillary Clinton's seven and Americans feel is strongest to 2006. Clinton and Obama can
Barack Obama's embarrassing lead the country amidst these click their heels all they want,
three.
hard realities of 2008.
but they should prepare for a
very
close fight in the general
In these days, Democrats
There is no debate over the
election.
harsh environment in which have lost the advantage from
continued from page 4

Along the Long Walk
What should Chartwells have in the Cave mstead of Zona Mexicana?

"A dessert section - if Mather
isn't open, if would be good to
have."

Chcmnon Miller '11

"Chinese food, so I wouldn't.>
have to call and order it.":S

"An ice cream sundae bar
would be cool to have."

Kelly Meams 'Oof

Ian Hendry '08

where Martin Luther King Jr.
and Malcolm X represented two
completely different methods of
anti-feminist stance.
These instances to which I achieving equality, there should
refer tend to take one of a few not be only one movement to
forms. The first has occurred to fight for women's rights.
women who have decided not to
Arguably, my aversion to the
call themselves feminists, yet Feminist Movement centers in a
who still fight for their equality. minority of the people who call
These women report having been themselves
feminists.
approached by feminists and Nonetheless, I, like many others
having been asked whether or who reject the title, feel like
not they were feminists. When those select few people have sufthese
progressive
women ficiently damaged the reputation
respond in the negative, the fem- and name of feminism that it has
inist has accused them of hurt- hurt the Feminist Movement's
ing women's chances of elevating efficacy in truly connecting with
themselves, of giving in to peer the audience that they would
pressure, and of subjugating have follow them. My aversion
themselves to men. Another comes from more than the femiinstance when a man is asked if nists who have insulted those of
he considers himself a feminist, us who will not accept thenand upon a negative response, is label. It comes from those who
accused of ignorance, of compla- have quibbled over semantics
cency, of clinging to an outdated and those who have attempted to
masculine ideal, or, blatantly, of create issues where there are
being a misogynist. In fact, I none while real gender inequalihave been told by
ties are left by
a feminist on
the wayside. One
Arguably, my aversion
campus
that
of the people I
to the feminist move"[t]he fear of
talked to on cambeing judged by
pus mentioned
ment centers around a
other people and minority of people who feminists who
their following
misuse feminism
call themselves femi'insecurity"' was
as a "look-at-me"
why many of us
instrument
nists, but, nonetheless,
don't call our- I, like many others who rather than as a
selves feminists.
way to effect
reject the title, feel like change, and othThese are all
examples
of
ers agreed that
those select few people
unacceptable
the triviality of
have sufficiently damactions
and
some feminist
aged the reputation
projects,
in the
statements by
face
of
greater
and
name
of
feminism.
feminists. Even
inequalities,
in an instance in
which the feminist merely insists makes feminism seem absurd to
that the person in question is "a onlookers. And then there are
feminist and doesn't know it," it the few militant feminists who
is an example of feminists elevat- seek to drag men down rather
ing themselves to a place above than lift women up. Given, these
the rest of us and claiming that are a minority, but they have sufthere is no other way to achieve ficiently damaged the feminist
equality. We are not weaker, or name that one of the feminists
insecure, or unable to take a that I spoke to on campus admitstand for our beliefs! we simply ted that "feminism has become a
choose not to be grouped with bad word."
feminists. It is unfair to force a
To the feminists who read
label on someone and to claim a this: I thank and congratulate
feminist monopoly on women's you for all you have done for
rights.
women up to this point, and wish
An argument I heard for why you the best of luck in the future.
we should all call ourselves fem- In no way is my decision to sepainists was that, "Feminism boils rate myself from feminism an
down to the belief that women opposition to your ideology, and I
are equal to men." Where the wish you the best of luck in confeminists may choose this as a tinuing as a leader in the
definition for themselves, it is Women's Rights Movement.
unfair for them to so broadly However, I would hope that the
claim ownership of the Women's message of this note is fully conRights Movement and to expect veyed to you. There are those of
that everyone will simply and us who do not want to be called
unquestioningly fall under their or regarded as feminists, and we
auspices; it is counterproductive are not inferior, scared, or to be
to claim that there can only be peer-pressured. The number of
one vehicle for achieving people who I have met or talked
women's rights, just as it is coun- to who have been offended by
terproductive to have a one party feminists is alarming, and is
government. One party cannot, something that the feminists on
and will not, be capable of repre- campus should be aware of. You
senting the diversity of views have alienated many, and should
amongst the people. It is ineffec- redouble your efforts to exercise
tive in this way, because, in the the same tolerance and treat othcase of disagreements with that ers with the same equality that
one party, there is no other legit- you preach as central to your
imately regarded option to turn doctrine. Happy 100th anniverto in order to voice dissent. Just sary of International Women's
as in the Civil Rights Movement, Day.
continued from page 3
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The Trinity Tripod

Sports Games, Arts Offer Trinity Lags Behind in Technology
Non-Drinking Options
where you ate, but you must
have been visiting Juvenile Hall,
because that is, hands down, the
When I was only place that could offer worse
visiting col- food than this. The day Mather
leges during offers me a healthy meal that I
my
college did not have to concoct by using
a p p l i c a t i o n a variety of "make-it-yourself"
process,
I stations and siphoning the oil off
always asked the top of the salad dressing will
tour
guides be the day that pigs fly.
four questions^ do you have posThis brings me to my last
itive relationships with your question'- wireless Internet. Oh,
professors; do you feel safe on what a novel concept.
campus! is the food edible! and
My tour guide responded
do you have wireless Internet that by the 2007-2008 school
everywhere on
year we'd have
campus?
My
school wide wireIf I'm sitting in my
tour guides at
less Internet.
Trinity respond- room and want to work Great, my naive
on a project with a
ed that they
mind thought to
loved their proitself. I'll only go
friend and we both
fessors.
After
one school year
need to get on the
my two years at
without wireless.
Trinity,
I've Internet, oh wait, bum- I can deal with
found this to be
that.
Funny
mer, there's only one
true as well. Of
story though — it
Ethernet port.
course, I haven't
is the 2007-2008
loved all of my
school year. We
professors, but the majority of don't have campus-wide wireless
them have been outstanding Internet.
teachers and human beings who
I had a conversation about
make an effort to connect with wireless Internet at Trinity eartheir students. For my next lier today and realized that I had
question, I got the predictably forgotten this, now obviously
cagey response that Campus empty, promise. Let me begin by
Safety does a great job. I don't saying that I don't blame
know that I'd put the phrases Information Technology (IT) for
"great job" and "Campus Safety" this one. I understand that they
that close to each other, but on want to do this right. But here's
the whole, Trinity has made sub- the thing - I just called a few
stantial steps toward improving friends at other colleges and
safety on campus. The food? they were sitting in their dorm
Well, my trusty tour guide told rooms with, nothing tethering
me, it's definitely better than them to a wall, yet they had
other campus' dining halls I've Internet access. Some of these
eaten at. Honey, I don't know friends were at University of
JORDYN SIMS

OPINIONS EDITOR

continued from page 4
talking about giving your vocal
chords a good workout at one of
the many sporting events
Trinity has to offer. After
recently attending the men's
basketball game against Coast
Guard Academy, I've become a
converted Bantam basketball
fan. As old-fashioned as it may
sound, no alcohol was needed to
get this party started. The
Trinity crowd, adorned in
white, filled the gym with energy in one of the closest games I
have witnessed in two years.
Coast Guard captured the game
and won by just one basket.
Believe me, the atmosphere of
the game was what I soaked up
and will remember, not the
score. Going to a sporting event
at Trinity not only offers a way
to stay sober and to have a good
time, but shows the support for
our home team that gives the
term "home court advantage" a
new meaning.
During my period of this socalled "exploration," I was on a
mission to find new types of
activities in addition to the typical weekend happenings. I
guess I was successful, because
I actually had fun at two events
I knew existed, but had never
sampled. I found I really
enjoyed Cinestudio and it was
great being able to watch a
sporting event without actually
having to win it. Apparently I
was on a roll, so I figured why

stop this exploration at discovering just two alternative activities? I received a notice in my
mailbox advertising Trinity's
spring musical, "Little Shop of
Horrors." The title was interesting enough to intrigue me. Plus,
I'm a sucker for any movie or
play that I think will give me a
good scare. I attended the
Saturday show of the musical,
which was about a boy and the
girl in which he is romantically
interested. If you think this
sounds like your typical love
story, think again. Add a maneating plant to the picture and
you've got a quirky, dark comedy •- just about anything other
than your everyday romance.
As we get further into the
year and the work piles on in
bigger amounts than the mountain of dirty clothes in our dorm
room, we truly understand the
meaning of the phrase "down
time." While these weekend
night activities for the majority
of students, including myself,
will usually include trips to the
various frats around campus,
I've realized that there's an
underground social scene here
that provides a variety of students the chance to explore
their other potential interests.
It's just a matter of doing your
homework by putting a little
effort into finding these events,
not to mention keeping an open
mind. Trust me, this is one
form of extra credit you'll regret
not taking.

California schools, and believe
me, if you think Trinity is short
on funding, they're even shorter.
Yet they have wireless Internet.
Is it up to par? Maybe not, but
the reality of it is, I'd rather
have crappy wireless now than
no wireless at all.
On another subject, my
Ethernet cable, a.k.a. my leash,
is not, in fact, "faster and more
reliable," and there are not plenty of wired connections in dorms
as Director of Systems and
Networking Bryan Adams said
in his interview last week,
March 4, 2008. If I'm sitting in
my room and want to work on a
project with a friend and we
both need to get on the Internet,
oh wait, bummer, there's only
one Ethernet port. Also, after
several calls to the impressively
ineffective Computing Center,
my Ethernet port still decides to
quit working daily, usually in
the middle of my responding to
e-mails for Tripod.
We live in a day and time
when the Internet is absolutely
integral. Yet, Trinity College, an
institution that prides itself on
providing the best possible for
its students, does not have a
wireless campus. I get that it's
expensive. I get that it takes
time and effort and work. But
you cannot tell me that our priorities are straight when the
Trinity
College Activities
Council has a ridiculous amount
of funding while IT, a department that should get all the
money it needs, can't fund what
a poor, public school in
California can. I'm tired of my
leash.

Argument to Force Completely Open Fraternities Impractical
CARVER DISERENS
STAFF WRITER

T h
e
Student
Government
Association
(SGA) recently
started a blog
(www.trinitysga.com) where
students can post their opinions about anything Trinityrelated. Last week, I came
across a post from Senator
Andrea Wise '11 about the
dominant (and to her, peculiar)
nature of Greek organizations'
influence at Trinity. Wise
wrote, "If the fraternies [sic]
are going to dominate the
social culture, they should be
open to everyone." She went on
to say that they should be
"truly open,"
I don't mean for this to be a
tirade against a single student;
I know Andrea is not the only
one that feels this way and
when acting as an SGA senator
she purportedly represents the
majority opinion of the students. I also understand that
her views expressed on the blog
are personal and not representative of how she acts as an
SGA member.
Last week the Planning and
Budget Council approved the
purchase of Locknetics - coded

locks for individual bedrooms
in the newly renovated Jarvis
dormitory — a proposal that
was spearheaded by Wise and
two other students. Again, as a
senator she is representing
majority views, so this is not
solely an indictment of her.
Nonetheless, she is arguing
that the school needs to pay an
exorbitant amount of money
(that face it, we don't have) to
guarantee the safety and privacy of our students, and on
the other hand, she argues that
Greek organizations should
welcome anyone and their
brother into their houses with
open arms. The two issues are
strikingly similar and yet, each
proposal's suggested resolutions could not be more different.
Just because a Greek house
has a much larger capacity
than a room in Jarvis does not
mean that they do not operate
in a similar fashion. Whether
or not you are aware, students
live in a few of the Greek houses. Shouldn't their privacy be
equally respected? Just like in
a dorm room, students eat,
sleep, socialize and study
(shocking, I know) in their
Greek houses. If students feel
unable to trust one or two of
their roommates, how should
the Greek houses feel about
letting in hundreds of

strangers on a given night?
Even the non-residential
Greek houses contain plenty of
valuable items that could easily disappear if someone
untrustworthy was given
access. The members of the
organizations have friends that
they invite down to their houses for parties or other events
and they assume that their
guests will respect their living
space. If a bunch of strangers
showed up to your room
tonight, walked in, drank all
your beverages, ate some of
your food and then left your
abode in complete disarray,
would they be people you might
invite back again? In the spirit of a fun party, our Greek
houses do.
Wise responded to my post
on the Web site saying that she
was chiefly concerned with the
manner in which students are
given access to parties. I
understand her concern when
it comes to gender profiling and
it is a legitimate one; however,
the idea of completely open fraternities is simply not tenable.
When someone at the door
says, "Call a brother," what he
is saying is, "I don't know you,
I'm sorry, but if someone else
can affirm the fact that you are
not going to steal from us/get
into a fight/drink yourself into
a coma, then you can come in."

With the tight grip that the
administration has placed on
the Greeks' you-know-whats,
each night is a struggle to
ensure the safety of the students and the longevity of the
house. If the deans can shut
down a house for alleged
wrong- doing without first performing an investigation,
wouldn't it be wise for the
Greeks to only admit people
they know and trust? It would
be. They don't, and are still
somehow lambasted for it.
Currently, on this campus
we are searching for ways to
improve the climate and make
it a more communal place.
When it comes to the social
scene, as has been stated previously, it comes down to sheer
mathematics.
2200
students/nine Greek organizations with houses = 244.44 people per house. With fire codes
between about 50 occupants (at
a smaller house like Sigma Nu)
and around 150 or 200 occupants (somewhere like Alpha
Delta Phi [AD]) that leaves lots
of students out in the cold, literally. (Not to mention the few
looking for 56 percent of their
body.) This also doesn't take
into account the fact' that only
a few of the houses are open
every weekend night. Clearly
what we need are alternatives
that are not only close in prox-

imity but also popular.
Perhaps more Greek organizations would balance the equation. Perhaps rooms in Jarvis
should be permitted to hold
Late Night or other large social
gatherings. Either way, with
the current system in place,
there will always be people left
out and I agree that it is a
problem.
I don't claim to be irreproachable when it comes to
hypocrisy: I am an opponent of
the Locknetics purchase but
my voice was nowhere to be
heard during the forum or in
the weeks leading up to the
decision.
Personally, I find it pointless to have created such a gorgeous, communal living space
if we are prepared to turn it
into nothing more than a
bunch of singles. If we are
going to promote such behavior, then why should anyone be
surprised when a Greek organization takes the same stance?
I wasn't aware that students
were so distrustful of their fellow Bantams. Should I be worried? Should I hide away in my
room and not let any unfamiliar faces pass through my
door? No, because that is not
what a community is. "Do I
contradict myself? Very well
then I contradict myself. (I am
large, I contain multitudes.)"
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BBQ Chicken (Chicken S S t o y > oJiliiirjnal chmge)

Opmlatsl

\% deliver cigarettes.

• S™J v/mim. m* IWJ"" <•*=>

mia"

Fisl,

$2"" LgCheese

Pefjperoni

$lmMedCheese

— •

T
H &C\
, ..

.

up

Roast Beef
Turkey
Tttrkej & Bacon
pajltItimj

Otictan Oulci

Large (16")
One Topping Pizza
Free 2 liter soda

• -•

•Maukll
'Sausage
•Explain
'Chictcra Parmijiano

$12,

Half

Whole

$fj.00

$8.25
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
.$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
.$8.25
37.50
$7.50
$8.25
$7.50
$7,50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7,50
$7.50

°™*"**

BIT

VeoIJtanigiaiui

• Meat Choice

$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
....35.75
$5.75
. .$6.25
$5.75
$5.75
$6.25
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75

Sm. Med. large
$10.99 $H.99 $1799

mm
Shea
$27.99

• BBQ Chicfon

$11.99 $15.99 $18.»

S2S.99

« Bacon Double Ctaeseburge

$10.99 $13.99 $16.99

$25.99

• Special Choice

$11.99

• Verne Choice
M

Tmvima, Bin* Oliwi, O»»n, Oran P;p|m B Mcuhmiu

• White Veggie Choice

#"Sub
lOpc. Buffalo Wings
Zcans soda

12" Grinder

• Chicken Choice

$10.99 $14.99 $17.99 $27.99
$11.99 $15.99 $18.99 $2*99

Sfliiwed. UxUb Sfitctl Cliiiini t^iili Fii-ih TDHinti«.s SE'ioe

Sheet (26") Pizza
with ttopping&
2 liter soda

$7.50

Fi.AffCf.iiM
FVitJ Clomi
Fritd Shnmp
Fn«l Smllops
Seafood Flutter

Hoinluner
Ouatbiaga
Buairv CliK«(i«ri)«
Bacon

DoMt

GnlleJ Ckene
Ham

• Hairaiian PI'WI

$10.9? $1J.W $16.99 $25.99

• Super Choice Combo

$12.99 $16.99 $19.99

$29.9?

$8.00
$8.00
$8.00
$8 00
$1100

.

$2 99
$} 50
$3 09
$550
$2 50

$4 75
$5 00
$5 25
$695
$3 50
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
^ttuce, Tommn, Mdiu uncl French Fridj

French Fries
Onion Rings
ticta . . .
Clirlj Fria
Potato Skin

.$6.75
.$3.00
.$5,50
.$4.50

Fried Dougdniftoi .$3.75
$28.99

firih Tomnirn Olte Oil ft*. 8 ™ u , M»::OKJ«, 8 %i«nA

illiSIiilllliiiii!
8" Grinder

S8.5Q

Eg^piunt Parmtsan u'iiK Spu^liftii or Ziii

$15.99 $18.99 $27.99

$10.99 $1499 $17.99

$8-50

Ved Pamaan with Spaghetti or Ziii

BBQ Xraa, IWQ C t a t a S O»l«u

IVpfKrimi, StmsliJ, Oniwi, Gr«n ftppm, Mwfncoms 3 fSetj

$6.50
t8.S0
$7.50
$7.50
$8M

Cfiidwn Farmewn uiili SftiglurulOTZiti

Turkey
Twin
CM™

I W , Sdi«il#, fty>P«i>m, Hnjii 8 liicon

SmallflZ")
1tappingPizza
2 cans ofsoda

Spaghetti orZiti
with Meatball, Sausage or SltrimJ)
Rmrinii, MUII or Quest
Municottt
Uwgna

Cheesj Bread ..

.55.99

Owlic Bvai Sn. S1.50 Lj.JJ.SD
Girlie Breoil Sm. Si JO
tWtfi Cheac

FriMICIiiflten$5.50
Orifeiaiidim $5.50
B*bOiiai$5.50

(>/

$7.75
$7.75
$775
$775
$775
$5.S0 17.75

Or«k

$5.50 K 7 5

Anritoito.. .$5.50 {775
Ifen. GtM) Salmi W ftf^nm

Tmu

$5,50

$775

Msolakim-ed
uith (Jirlii: toJ

(860) 278-4334

U m n R » ( C T . Oaltn, Hum, B«(, W u c f c « ( « , JVppnTOl, SmiMigr, Riant ff WiwHroom

• Ranch Chicken Choice

$11.99 $15.99 518.99

$28.99

GriiW .i;a«ni£ii Jlklun, Oartlc mij Freiii TomaKKi uilli Kuncji Kati«

» Buffalo Chicken Choice
Sffi3 hat dtttka tad Siania Gvac

$11.99 $15,99 $19.99

W-99

Cheesecake
$2.99 Cafeme
Chocolate Cake. .$2,99 Add Items

$7.50
$1.00
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Senior Brunch Moved to Senior Week, Class of 2008 Upset
STEPHANIE APSTEIN
SPORTS EDITOR

The graduating class at
Trinity College has been entitled
to several traditions at the end of
their school year, including
Senior Brunch and Senior Week.
Despite recent rumors to the contrary, most of these activities will
take place as usual this year. The
changes that will occur, however,
have left many members of the
Senior Class feeling cheated.
The biggest change the Class
of 2008 will experience will come
with the timing of Senior
Brunch, which has traditionally
occurred about halfway through
the spring semester. In theory,
the Senior Class Council organizes a seniors-only brunch
designed for seniors to reconnect
with their classmates as they
end their time at Trinity. In practice, though, the event is known
more for what follows it' members of the senior class, wellrefreshed from the mimosas the
school provides, streak across
the quad, often dodging piles of
still-melting snow.
The Administration has been
debating whether or not to cancel Senior Brunch this year, but
has ultimately decided simply to

between
the Week. The class of 2007 encoun- Committee to help cover the
postpone it until Senior Week, cation
which will occur from Monday, Administration and the stu- tered unforeseen expenses in costs of Senior Week, and
May 12, until Commencement dents. "They're not telling us any planning its own Senior Week, received an amount from the
on
Sunday,
May 18. of this. I'm not devastated, but at and originally it appeared that Student Activities Fund (SAF)
Underclassmen will have moved the same time, I don't really the difference would come from that the Budget Committee is
out of their dorms on or before understand why I've only heard the class of 2008's budget. not allowed to disclose. Associate
Saturday, May 11, so the seniors rumors. It would have been nice However, after a number of Director for Operations and
will be alone on campus. if they had provided us with meetings with various adminis- Judicial Affairs Trent Barber
According to Senior Class something more concrete so that trators, including Dean of could not be reached for comPresident Hana Cho, the change we didn't all run around thinking Students Frederick Alford and ment. According to Cho, the
has nothing to do with the event the worst," she said. Bell is a Vice President for College financial support from Walsh
Advancement Ronald Joyce, the and the administration could
itself, but rather, with its timing. member of the Tripod staff.
"The reason [the administra"I think they figure that if the Council has determined that the render some of the funds allocattion] chose to move Senior seniors find out too late, there school will help make up for the ed by the Budget Committee
unnecessary.
Brunch is due to the fact that will be nothing we can do [...] It's deficit.
[...] it's during midterms and it just not a great way to get people
"It turns out that [Dean of
"I think, originally, the senior
sends a message to the other to donate. You don't want your Students Frederick Alford] is on class has been really upset with
grades that [...] seniors are blow- last memory of Trinity to be our side," said Cho, "The irre- certain rumors that they've been
ing off [their tests]," she said. this," said Camardello.
sponsibility of last year's class hearing that Senior Week is dry
Pushing Senior Brunch to the
Beth Frazier '08 was similar- doesn't mean that 2008 should - which is untrue - or that
end of the school year, when ly unsettled by the secrecy sur- have to pay for it."
Senior Brunch is cancelled everyone is finished with work, rounding the changes. "I think
In addition, Trinity College which is not true, it's just been
makes it "a time for celebration; moving Senior Brunch to Senior Trustee Tim Walsh '85 has moved - and after hearing Dean
it makes more sense."
Week is part of the series of offered a series of financial Alford speak about it, it's made
Alyssa Camardello '08 was moves and changes to the Senior incentives if the senior class can me feel a lot better knowing that
less excited about the prospect of Week agenda which really take it reach certain participation it's not our actions at the event
spending Senior Brunch alone on in a different direction that it's benchmarks in the fund for the that really had thrown them off,
it's just really about the timing of
campus. "Senior Brunch has been in, and not necessarily for Senior Class Gift.
always been a nice chance for the the better, and without the input
He will also donate $5,000 the event [...] it's going to be
seniors to be seniors, to be seen of seniors. Seniors have had no expressly for Senior Week when moved to Senior Week, and
in public by the rest of the school. say in this whatsoever, and there the class reaches 85 percent par- Senior Week is going to be better
If we do it after everyone else has have been a lot of rumors float- ticipation and an additional than ever," said Cho.
left, they're taking away that tra- ing around."
$2,500 for the same purpose at
Frazier said, "Financially
dition," she said.
Another issue the Council 90 percent participation.
speaking, they're doing the best
Ashley Bell '08 was more con- has been addressing is the quesThe Council had originally they can, but in terms of student
cerned with the lack of communi- tion of their budget for Senior petitioned
the
Budget input... what student input?"

Troopers Shoot, Kill Suspect Students Lobby at State House
Half Mile from Trinity Campus to Support Environmentalist!!
weapons. Bak was shot in the parking
cies, advanced building energy codes
KRISTINA PAPPAS
lot of Firebox Restaurant, then was
and improved enforcement of said
NEWS CONTRIBUTOR
taken to Hartford Hospital where he
codes would be implemented. The state
A man suspected of bank robbery was pronounced dead. Both troopers
On Wednesday, March 5, four mem- would also establish a subcommittee
and sexual assault, was shot and have been assigned desk jobs while an bers of Trinity's chapter of ConnPIRG's geared towards developing and coordikilled by Connecticut state troopers investigation goes on to make sure Campus Climate Challenge testified at nating these plans.
on Broad Street last week after lead- everything followed protocol, as is the Connecticut Legislative Office
As required by state policy, those
standard procedure.
ing the police on a car chase.
Building against global warming. They testifying submitted 60 pieces of writAccording to Vance, the area rallied to show support for the HB ten testimony to the Environmental
Joseph H. Bak was released from
prison last August after having served around the corner of Broad and Russ 5600, a bill that would cut Connecticut Committee asking the committee to
two years of a 12-year sentence for a Streets will be closed to traffic for the carbon emissions to 10
support the bill. They
first-degree robbery conviction in duration of the investigation, which percent below 1990 lev" Everyone was very
spoke directly with State
2005. He was given five-years proba- will primarily entail questioning wit- els by 2020 and put the
Representative
Richard
friendly. McKinney
state on track to
tion and was wanted by the police nesses and collecting evidence.
Roy and Senator Edward
especially shared with
before the shooting for a probation
It is believed that on the day before achieve the necessary
Meyer, co-chairs of the
recommended
80
perviolation.
us his history of playthe robbery and shooting, Bak was in
E n v i r o n m e n t
At 10:37 a.m. Bak robbed the Newington, Conn., where he is sus- cent emissions reducCommittee, and Senator
ing squash. He told us
by
2050.
People's Bank, located at 1232 pected of sexually assaulting and rob- tions
John McKinney, a rankhe was glad to see
has
Farmington Ave. Half an hour later, a bing a woman. The dark green Honda Connecticut
ing member in the
young people there
state trooper saw Bak driving a dark he drove during the car chase matched already been active in
E n v i r o n m e n t
green Honda and attempted to pull the description given to police by the the fight against global because it is young peo- Committee.
Theresa
him over, as the car matched the woman. Bale's physical appearance warming by joining the
Meehan '11, one of the
description of a vehicle reported matches the victim's physical descrip- Regional Greenhouse ple that lead the revolu- testifying students, said,
tion in environmental
stolen by a sexual assault victim in tion of the attacker. The sexual Gas Initiative, an
"The people we talked to
Newington, Conn, the day before.
assault occurred between 11:00 and alliance
were open and happy to
of
policy."
11:30
a.m.
on
Sunday,
March
2.
At
1
talk with us about the
Bak proceeded to lead the state
Northeastern
states
bill for a few minutes
trooper on a chase, and was at one p.m. the victim's stolen credit cards and Canadian provinces
the
point involved in an accident with were used in Wallingford, Conn.
created to regulate
Elisabeth Cianciola '10 before
another vehicle, which caused minor
Bak, whose last known address power plant emissions.
Environmental
injuries and damages to the other car. was 54 North Main Street, has had The passing of this bill would give the Committee
started."
Elisabeth
The chase ended near the corner of numerous run-ins with the police over state concrete legislation and make it a Cianciola '10, who also lobbied, agreed.
Broad and Russ Streets when Bak was the years. Before his 2005 robbery leader in environmental policy.
"Everyone
was very
friendly.
cut off by multiple state troopers. In conviction, he was arrested and conTo achieve the success that the bill McKinney especially shared with us
The Hartford Courant, Lieutenant J. victed of other crimes, including an proposes, state agencies would have to his history of playing squash. He told
Paul Vance said, "Bak then ditched incident in November 2004 in which develop many new policies. A low car- us he was glad to see young people
the car and ran north on Broad Street he was one of eight people arrested bon fuel standard would be enacted to there because it is young people that
for about 150 yards, with the state outside University of Hartford hous- reduce the carbon intensity of vehicle lead the revolution in environmental
police chasing him on foot [...] Bak ing following a serious incident. Bak and home heating fuel, carbon emis- policy."
turned, threatened the troopers with a was not a student at the University.
sions levels would be incorporated into
The bill focuses on reducing the
knife, and refused their orders to disJorge Lugo, Office Assistant of planning and review of transportation effect of Connecticut's "carbon footarm."
Campus Safety at Trinity, says that investments, and emissions perform- print," which measures human impact
State troopers Steven Orlowski
ance standard would be set for new
and Chick Bistany fired their
power plants. In addition to these polisee PURSUIT on page 9
see PROPOSED on page 9
REBECCA BROWN

NEWS CONTRIBUTOR
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SGA To Search For Better Contract Proposed Bill Aims To
Heal Carbon Footprint
continued from page 1

handled
by
Comcast.
However, this is not a signifithat students value. They cant issue for the school, as
hope that by Fall 2009, SGA they have had similar responrepresentatives
on
the sibilities in the past. With the
Planning and Budget Council school taking care of maintewill have negotiated an alter- nance and installation, there
nate source with which to would be a possibility that not
fund cable, such as the hous- all dorm rooms will be
ing fee.
equipped with cable by the
"Now, in terms of where we beginning of the school year.
stand with this," said Pedro, "I AT&T, which is a provider on
think that we are beginning a the same scale as Comcast,
process now where we would has been facing difficulties
extend a one-year contract evaluating the College's infrastructure and
where we conhas
yet to protinue to fund
"The students won,
duce a price
cable the way
the entire student
quote for servwe are doing
ice
to the
this year, and
body won tonight
College.
then next year,
because we made a
using our repreT.J. Barber,
clear message that
sentatives on
Associate
the Planning
cable is important to
Director
for
and
Budget
Operations
and
us and something that
[Council] we
Judicial Affairs,
the students should
would be able to
explained curwork so that, at
rent financial
have [...] I am so
anything,
at
possibilities
happy that this is an
least a fraction
regarding the
more would be instance where democ- Comcast conpaid for by the
tract. He said
racy worked."
housing
fee,
that with the
and that would
contract
the
free up money." Nathan Kirschbaum '09 senate rejected,
Pedro said that
"there is no way
SGA Senator
the money freed
that we could
up could fund many endeavors handle paying for cable for the
that the SGA has not been next three years."
able to fund in the past, such
The SGA hopes that
as clubs and events.
Comcast and AT&T will proJohn Langeland, Director vide competitive prices that
of Information Technology, will be more financially realisbriefed the SGA of its options. tic for Trinity.
He informed the SGA that the
SGA members seemed
school is shopping for a better pleased with the decision of
contract from providers other Sunday's meeting. Senator for
than Comcast. With smaller the Class of 2009 David
providers, such as Dish Kimball-Stanley said, "I am
Network and Apogee, the ecstatic [...] luckily it sounds
school would have to take care like they are very confident
of maintenance and prepara- they can get a one year extention for the transition to a new sion, which is really the best
service.
case scenario."
Nathan
Kirschbaum,
Currently these tasks are

Senator for the Class of 2009,
shares
Kimball-Stanley's
enthusiasm. "I think that
tonight was just an extraordinary night," he said. "The students won, the entire student
body won tonight because we
made a clear message that
cable is important to us and
something that the students
should have [...] I am so happy
that this is an instance where
democracy worked. It's incredible because we have come
together and I think that we
have come to a solution."
Kirschbaum is optimistic
about future options regarding cable: "I'm absolutely positive we can make sure that
[...] students have options for
cable next year, and I am also
positive that we have freed up
a significant amount of money
to make an incredibly positive
change here on campus and
this is absolutely a move in
the right direction."
Grant Ossendryver, IDP
Senator, shares this confidence. "I think that today's
proceedings went remarkably
excellent, really well. We were
able to communicate about
what the issues were in front
of us and also we were able to
really take into the students'
considerations as well too," he
said following the meeting.
Senator for the Class of
2010 Bryce Blum (also a member of the Tripod staff) stayed
positive after the meeting. "I
thought it was a very good
compromise for all parties
involved," he said. "The people
who want to vote down cable
don't want it to stop being provided altogether, they simply
feel the SGA could spend the
money in better ways. [...] If
we get the College on board,
it's a win-win for everyone." A
final decision may not be
known for some time.

that our generation is interested and involved in politics and
on the environment through that we want our voices and
their lifestyles and their use of opinions to be heard. Lobbying
carbon-releasing materials. at the state capitol was a great
One of the ways in which the experience that has taught me
bill aims to reduce the carbon ways to get my opinions
footprint is through the pur- heard."
chase of carbon offsets. Carbon
Environmentalists believe
offsets are a way of counteract- that Connecticut's current
ing carbon gas emissions, and environmental policy is falling
are often achieved by planting short.
They
say
that
trees. Cianciola sees a problem Connecticut is currently on
in this: "this approach doesn't target to meet only 63 percent
focus on the root cause of glob- of the goal for 2010 and 38 peral warming. A problem with cent for 2020. Connecticut also
carbon offsets is that they are has some of the highest energy
usually not located in the costs in the country, as well as
same area that the emissions some of the highest air polluare."
tion levels. The bill will be
Testifying proved to be a heard on both the House and
valuable experience for the Senate floors this session, as it
students. Meehan said, "I was voted out of committee
think being a student helped with a vote of 18-6 in favor of
our efforts because it showed the bill.
continued from page 7

Pursuit of Bank Robber
Results in Suspect Death
Connec
Med
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Zion Hill

'Cemeteiy

University of Connecticut

Fairfield University

Health and Safety officers from
the Office of Residential Life conducting their spring inspections
have discovered that 30 percent of
dorm rooms have violations, up
from 16 percent last semester.
Most violations include unapproved power strips or extension
cords, wall hangings, or excessive
amounts of trash.

The bursar's office has developed a
new tuition payment program for
the 2008-2009 school year that will
allow students to pay their tuition
over eight months, in two fourmonth installments. This move
was made to make the payment
process more convenient. The
office is also lowering the enrollment fee.

A new safety policy requires students
to swipe tkeir ID cards to gain
entrance at the campus' main gate.
Parking stickers were previously the
only requirement to enter. Many students are wary of the big-brother-like
additions to campus security measures, and student hesitancy has been
expressed in their campus newspa-

University of Massachusetts

M.I.T.

University of Hartford

The Board of Trustees Finance
Panel decided to raise student
charges by 3.1 percent, a decision
which follows an agreement to keep
student fee increases below the rate
of inflation. Students are not
pleased with the increase, although
over 20 percent of the increase will
go toward providing financial aid
across all campuses.

A decision was made declaring that
undergraduates whose families earn
less than $75,000 a year will not
have to pay tuition. This plan is
expected to cover 30 percent of the
40,000 undergraduates. The financial aid budget is increasing from $7
million to $74 million a year, and
also includes reducing necessary
hours of work-study students.

The Asylum Avenue Campus
(AAC), which previously provided
housing only for undergraduate students, will provide housing for graduate students starting next year. The
campus includes 14 townhouses
composed of singles that share
kitchens, bathrooms, and living
rooms. Until 1991, the AAC was
the Hartford College for Women.

^

per, The Fairfield Mirror.
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The arrow shows where the shooting took place, only 0.6 miles from campus.

continued from page 7

"We were made aware of [the
robbery and car chase while it
was in progress and would
have made an announcement
to the College had it compromised the safety of our campus."
Julia Pitassy '08 has a legislative internship near the
Capitol building. "I received
an e-mail from Capitol Police
stating Broad Street would be
closed until further notice
because of police activity."
This affected her commute
home, as traffic was re-routed. Bus service was cancelled
on Broad until the street

reopened, which was not
until after 7:00 p.m. "[This]
caused huge delays and congestion around the capitol,"
she said. Pitassy works for
Senator Don DeFranzo from
the sixth district. She is also a
member of the Tripod staff.
When asked if he had any
suggestions for how Trinity
students could stay safe when
out in Hartford, Lugo replied
"The only advice I could offer
is not to walk alone, go jogging alone, or sit alone in
remote locations after dark.
Be aware of your surroundings. Use the shuttle, escort
services, or go out with
friends."
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"Conversation over a Cocktail"

Prof. Kimbcrlv Sir

J.T. McLain '08, in conjunction with Professor Edward Cabot
| and the newly formed Trinity Leadership Council, was the driv
I ing force behind the creation and success of the first in a series
; of events entitled "Conversation Over a Cocktail." On Saturday
; night the leaders of social organizations on campus joined one
another for a cocktail hour. The Councilwas created to address
I Trinity's need to unify student and professors regardless of social
barriers. This organic movement was inspired by the communal
I recognition of this need.
" Alyssa Simpson '10

Prof. Ned Cabol &
Pen-in lljunilloii

I I I '()!),'

Colombo Brunei '10 &
en Gascoigiu; MO

Teddi Curtis 1 HI
Sade Lake. l i0. '
Sf:Zee Santiago '09 '

nents o\
Nikolay Atanasov
Engineering

Manpreet Kaur
Psychology

David Calder
French

Haley Lepo
Math, Engineering

Summer Cannon

Hristina Nikolova

French

Theater and Dance

'•

Giovanni Capalbo
Italian, Computer
Science # . -,"
Daniel Cosgroveii
Sociology
^

s

Dzheni Dilcheva »

Psychology,
International Studies
James Franco
Economics, Italian
Dionne Gordon
International Studies

TJ*e Tripod
in
Meisr

is
students

lisa Pham
Math, Studio Arts
Ashesh Prasann

Economics,
International Studies
Joseph Ricci
Classics
Rvo Saotome
Math, Physics
Timothy Scarella

Chemistry,
Neuroscience

Gwendolyn Hopkins
English

International Studies

Nabil Imam
Engineering, Physics

M z a Turek-Herman
Political Science

Matthew R. Smith

Phi Beta Kappa is an academic honor society which grants
membership to students upon completion of their undergraduate
academic career. The students listed above have, according to the
Connecticut Beta Chapter "satisfied the scholastic requirements at
the end of six semesters, and [are] considered to be women and
men of honor, probity, and learning." Their initiation will be held
on Saturday, May 17, 2008.
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2008 DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH PRIZES
The Fred Pfeil Memorial Prize in Creative Writing
This Prize in Creative Writing of $500 will be awarded annually for a piece of literary work (fiction, poetry, play script,
screenplay, creative nonfiction) which addresses the issue of
social justice and the impact of culture and politics on human
relationships. One submission per student.
SHORT STORIES
The Trinity Alumnus Prizes in Fiction: $250, $175, and $100
for short stories of any length. One submission per student.
POEMS
John Curtis Underwood Memorial Prizes in Poetry: $200,
$125, and $75. Up to four pages of poetry from each student.
THE ACADEMY OF AMERICAN POETS PRIZE
A $100 award for one poem and possible publication in a
nationally-distributed journal. One submission per student.
PLAYS
The Frank W. Whitlock Prizes in Drama: $200, $150, and
$100 for one-act play scripts. One submission from each
student.
ESSAYS
The Alumni Prizes in English Composition: $250 and $150
for expository writing. Papers originally written for college
courses will be accepted if conscientiously revised and
retyped. One submission from each student.
DEADLINE FOR ALL SUBMISSIONS (EXCEPT FOR
SPEECH CONTEST): FRIDAY, April 4, 2008 at 4:00 p.m.

This is a FIRM deadline and non-negotiable. All submissions should be typed.
Deliver manuscripts to Roberta Rogers-Bednarek in the
English Department
(115VS, 2nd Floor, Room 206-207). DO NOT PUT YOUR
NAME ON YOUR WORK.
PLEASE INCLUDE A SEPARATE COVER SHEET WITH
YOUR NAME AND BOX NUMBER TO ENSURE ANONYMITY. Submissions will not be returned. Winners will be
announced at the
Honors Day Ceremony, on Friday, May 2, 2008, at 3:30 p.m.
in the College Chapel.
SPEECHES
The F.A. Brown Prize in Public Speaking: $450, $350, and
$200.
"-'Each speech will be an original persuasive speech of
5-8 minutes
long on some contemporary issue selected by the student
speakers.
^Students wishing to enter this contest must sign up
with
Margaret Grasso in the English Department (x2455) by
Friday, April 4, 2008.
(Expected number of participants: 15-20.)
~AII contestants will deliver their speeches between
7:00-9:00 p.m.
on Monday, April 7, 2008, in Rittenberg Lounge, Mather
Hall.

These contests are open to all undergraduate students (including IDP students) presently registered at Trinity College.

IN DECIDING WHICH LAW SCHOOL TO ATTEND,

CONSIDERTHIS:
Quinnipiac University School of Law ranks among the top IOO law schools in such categories as
full-time student LSAT scores (median - 158); admission acceptance rates; student/faculty ratio (13:1);
and employment rates after graduation. Not to mention, we offer merit scholarships ranging from
$3,000 to full tuition. Before you decide which school to attend, make sure yoti review the facts.
To learn more, visit law.quinnipiac.edu, email ladm@quinnipiac.edu or call 1-800-462-1944.

Ac UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW
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Contenders Pretenders
The
^#
North Carolina: Stanford:
What's not to like about Cardinals lead a very '"*"
this team? They just beat Duke tough conference in the Pac-10,
at Cameron Indoor Stadium in one but can their strong regular season
of the most heated.rivalries in college play carry over into the Tournament?
basketball by showing they could play The problem is that they rely on two
some tough defense to go along with their seven-footers, twins Brook and Robin
loaded offense. They have four players who Lopez, to carry the team, With the strong
average double figures. Tyler Hansbrough is a guard play in college basketball, it's tough to see
walking double-double. Ty Lawson is one of the a big-man-oriented team making a deep run in
quickest point guards on the planet. Injuries might March. B. Lopez is a stud, but it might be too much
be the only thing capable of derailing this squad. to expect him to lead the team to postseason success
UCLA: No team can claim they are more battle-test- Duke: People don't realize that this year's Duke team
ed than the UCLA Bruins, who have been to the past has greatly overachieved. Being a preseason 13thtwo Final Fours and won the Pac-10 regular season ranked team and relying heavily on incoming freshmen
championship both years. They can match up with any means that the Blue Devils could not have dreamt of the
team in the country. They have height with freshman 26-4 season that they are currently enjoying. They don't
phenom Kevin Love and speed with guards Darren have a legitimate center and are relying on freshmen
Collison and Russell Westbrook. With Florida's domi- small forward Kyle Singler (6'8") to guard the opposing
nance coming to an end, this could be the year that Ben team's big man. They rely too much on the three and have
Howland's hardnosed defensive mentality will be reward- no guaranteed interior scorer, as was the case when they
ed
with
an
NCAA
championship. were outscored 12-0 in the final five minutes by North
Tennessee: They handed Memphis their only loss of the sea- Carolina after being up 68-66. Coach K's team missed its
son on the Tigers' home court, assumed the targets on their final 11 shots with the ACC championship OH the line.
backs that come with the top spot in the polls, and lost by Georgetown: The best of the BIG EAST needed seventhree to jacked up Vanderbilt, again on the road and just foot senior center Roy Hibbejct to hit his second-career
il'i\ e days later. Take no stock in the loss — that's a tough • three-pointer to beat Connecticut at home in January, as
three days. Tennessee can run, play in the halfcourt, and well as two consecutive last-minute efforts to beat
has three go-to scorers: Chris Lofton (the SEC's all-time Marquette in overtime on the road and Louisville at
lr iding three-point shooter) and JaJuan and Tyler Smith, home recently. They lost to Memphis, Pitt, Louisville,
who average 14.2 and 13.3 points per game, respectively. and Syracuse this season - all on the road.
Louisville: Plagued with personnel problems for the Kansas: This is probably the most talented team in
first half of the'seasonj-Louisville's- only losses worthy the country, but it is also the worst-coached. That is
of consideration are tougrti.lfnferen.ce road games. why they lost to a scrappy UCLA team last year,
They say you have to be 10 polr$§;^gtter than your why the 13 seed Bradley ousted them two years
opponent to win-"on the road, wrriSShj.makes the ago, and why they couldn't handle 14th-seeded
two- and three-point losses at Cormebi|c;p.t and Bucknell the year before that. Since his first
Georgetown, respectively, even more irn~pr.es.: ^ year, Bill Self's tournament victories have
sive. This team, has the. depth, raw talent, • cQnje over Illinois-Chicago, Pacific, UAB,
(a shadow of its fordynamic scoring, and leadership to go
£rn Illinois. I'm
all the way. Mo$t i m p a r t g ^
will ensure%iey"d>fli'
win, but
for every game. Look out for you'll just have to forgive me
the Cards come tourna- for not brimming with
ment
time. confidence.

NBA-Ready Players Lead NCAA Teams to Tourney Success
JAYACUNZO
SENIOR EDITOR

Welcome to March Madness, where homework, in-class note-taking, and Mather meals
are now dedicated to one thing and one thing
only: penciling in that bracket (pens need not
apply).
Allow me to aid (or further confound) your
efforts.
In 1999, a friend of mine entered a March
Madness pool through the "Mike and the Mad
Dog" radio program on WFAN'660 in New
York. Out of the thousands who likely
entered, and the hundreds who likely guessed
the Final Four, his bracket was selected, and
he flew to Tampa to witness UConn's first
national title.
The best player on that team? Richard
Hamilton,
the
tournament's
Most
Outstanding Player and leading scorer (145
points, 24.2 per game). "Rip" is now an AllStar and NBA champion playing for the
Detroit Pistons.
We can't all be as lucky as my friend. We
can't even get our Final Four selections correct each year.
But we can be aware of one trend that will
help us in completing the most important
homework assignment of the month. That
trend: teams with NBA-caliber players can
and will lift their teams to new levels in

March.
Carmelo Anthony did it for #3 Syracuse in
'03, Emeka Okafor and Ben Gordon pushed
UConn to the top in '04, and a slew of current
NBA players for both North Carolina ('05)
and Florida ('06 and '07) helped those teams
claim the top spot in the final poll.
That being said, not every NBA-ready star
will bring his team to the Final Four. Kevin
Durant's Texas squad couldn't get past the
second round. Rudy Gay and four other NBA
first-round picks for UConn fell to Cinderella
and #ll-seed George Mason in '06.
But while running over your 5-VS.-12
matchups, your regular-season RPI's, and
your favorite jersey colors (don't laugh - little
old ladies win pools annually with this strategy), you often need that one deciding factor
to make you feel comfortable with penciling
in a team to the next round.
This is the Age of the Ones and Dones those freshmen who dominate the college
game for a year because of the age restrictions the NBA imposed on their draft.
NBADraft.net lists eight college newbies in
their projected Top 25.
This means teams like Indiana may
exceed their national rank (17) and advance
further than conventional wisdom may dictate thanks to freshman guard Eric Gordon
(#6 on the projected Top 25). Having another
NBA-ready talent in senior forward DJ White

(#21) doesn't hurt, either.
Powerhouses are the easy pick to advance
to the Final Four. So are streaking teams,
teams with Hall of Fame coaches, and teams
that have a balanced attack. I say, if a team
exhibits one or more of these characteristics,
all the better.
But to whom do I hand the rock when
defenses dig deep and the clock is ticking on
national television? Where's my Brook Lopez
of Stanford (#3 on the Top 25), my Derrick
Rose (Memphis, #2), my Darnell Arthur
(Kansas, #13)? If the answer isn't clear then
I'm steering clear.
National powerhouse Duke's highest projected NBA pick isn't listed until pick 42
(DeMarcus Nelson), which is why I don't like
the Blue Devils' chances.
It's the same reasoning as to why
unranked Kansas State upset top-tier team
Kansas during the regular season and could
very well do it again in the tournament and
ruin the logical choice. They have Michael
Beasley and other teams don't. NBA-ready
players are transcendent talents and deserve
a long, hard look before you cross their teams'
names off.
For me this March, OJ Mayo (USC, #10) is
gravy. My team to beat has Hasheem
Thabeet (UConn, #11). And I'm giving no love
except to Kevin Love (UCLA, #19).
Merry Madness.
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March

PaolO Will Send Seven Teams, Show
Strength Against Tournament Field
JOEY ROBERTS
SPORTS CONTRIBUTOR

coverage
The Tripod sports staff runs down the
most important factors and most likely
contenders in this year's NCAA Division
I Men's Basketball Tournament. Follow
the results to see how we fared!

get more online
Join the Tripod Final Four bracket on
Facebook for a chance to win a
FANTASTIC PRIZE!
Visit apps.facebook.com/sibrackets/
group/detail/473594 to enter.
Only Trinity students and alumni are eligible
to enter.

As of now, ESPN's College Basketball analyst Joe Lunardi expects the Pac-10 to send
the most representatives to the NCAA tournament, along with the BIG EAST, at seven
apiece. An important note is that the BIG
EAST has an incredible 18 teams in its conference, which helps explain the number of
teams being represented
Historically, the Pac-10 has been the conference that has been known for its teams
beating up on each other, which directly
relates to the teams being battle-tested when
March Madness comes around.
This year is no different: the best example
of the parody offered by the Pac-10 came when
the eighth-place Washington Huskies beat the
first-place UCLA Bruins by 10 points at Bank
of America Arena on Sunday, Feb. 10.
Looking beyond the inter-conference play,
the best indicator of the Pac-10's supremacy
is how its teams fared in non-conference
games.
Oregon.: Sixth-ranked Oregon's threepoint victory over the Big 12's third-ranked
Kansas State is a non-conference win that the
Ducks hope will sway the tournament committee to give them a favorable seed. Player to
watch-' senior power forward Maarty Leunen
(15.4 PPG and 9.3 RPG).
Washington State: The third-ranked
Cougars' four-point victory over the West
Coast Conference's top team Gonzaga and
their 12-point victory over the Western
Athletic Conference's top team Boise State are
the most notable non-conference wins. Player
to watch- senior guard Kyle Weaver (11.6 PPG
4.4 APG and 4.9 RPG).

USC: The fourth-ranked Trojans did not
have any notable non-conference victories,,
but they did exceptionally well against two
top-five teams. They went down to the wire
with number four Kansas. The game was tied
with 20 seconds left, but the Trojans could not
hold on and lost by four points to the
Jayhawks. They followed up that impressive
performance by going on the road to play the
number two Memphis Tigers and taking
Coach Calipari's team to overtime, once again
only to lose by four points. Player to watch:
freshman guard O.J. Mayo (20.9 PPG and 4.7
RPG).
Arizona State• The one game that
stands out above all Pac-10 non- conference
wins is fifth-ranked Arizona State's 22-point
victory over nationally-ranked Xavier, the
Atlantic-10's top team. That victory, coupled
with some key conference wins, should give
the young Sun Devils a tournament bid.
Player to watch: freshman guard James
Harden (17.7 PPG and 5.1 RPLJ.
The depth of the Pac-10 is evident and
numerous analysts have dubbed the conference the strongest in the country! however,
having so many quality teams from top to bottom can have the teams beaten up going into
March Madness. Prime examples of early
exits by elite Pac-10 teams are top-seeded
Washington's Sweet 16 loss to Louisville in
2005 and top-seeded Stanford's (30-1) secondround loss to Alabama (18-12) in 2004.
Right now, UCLA, in search of its third
straight final four appearance, is in line to be
the Western Region's number one seed. Bruin
fans are hoping that the Pac-10 gauntlet will
not make Ben Howland's team follow the
trend of early exits suffered by previous topranked Pac 10 teams.

Picking an NCAA Upset Requires Research, Intuition, Luck
BRYCE BLUM
COPYEDITOR

Let me start by saying that there is no
3orrect way to predict the result of a college basketball game. One could reasonably pick the winner based on match-ups,
experience, coaching, leadership and a
variety of other factors. But anyone that
goes to fill out his bracket based on a set
formula will almost surely fail.
That being said, there are common
denominators that can point you in the
right direction and help you identify the
lurking upsets that wul make or break
your bracket.
An upset starts at the top. Ultimately,
an upset depends more on the weakness
of the higher-ranked team than it does on
the underdog's performance. There is a
reason why the juggernauts blow by
teams en route to the Final Four, and it is
not necessarily because they are playing
weaker opponents. Every year, some of
the top seeds are there because then- bigtime conference was unusually soft (the
Big Ten, Big 12, and SEC could certainly
fit into this category for 2008). If you look
at some of the top teams in these conferences and consider which games they lost,
it can be a terrific indicator of vulnerability. If they only lost to the top teams in the
conference and beat everyone they were
supposed to, that's probably a sign they
will make it to the Sweet 16. But losses to
mediocre conference opponents reveal
weaknesses that should not be ignored.
A team's style of play is another important factor i n picking the upset. There is a
reason teams like Notre Dame and Duke

Adam Morrison reacts after Gonzaga's 73-71 loss to

can lose to anyone: they shoot too many
threes. A team that relies on the three for
a significant percentage of its scoring can
bit a cold streak and drop to a hard-nosed
mid-major in a heartbeat.
Finally, a team's performance at the
end of the season can provide excellent
insight into their tournament prospects.
When a team like this year's Indiana or
last year's Wisconsin flounders late, it
still has the resume to earn a strong seed.
But that doesn't mean it is going to play
like it. Early season non-conference
games are important, but remember
those games happened months ago when
players were still trying to learn how to
play with one another and work within
the system. A team that gets its act

that into confidence. The crowd helps the
home team to stay in a game, even if it is
losing big, and can demoralize the visiting team to the point where all it wants to
do is leave. A team that hangs tough on
the road will welcome the neutral floors
come tournament time, and the Notre
Dames of the world that go undefeated in
conference at home and manage four road
' ' KTfl' H
losses will struggle to find the courage
without their crazed fans behind them
Because players are so young, composure down the stretch is also very important. The best ticket to composure at the
end of a close game is to have a leader on
the court. Sometimes this means a senior,
and other times this just means a player
with no fear who can rise his game to
match the moment. Those who watched
the
showdown between North Carolina
vvwvv.ospn.com
UCLA in the Oakland Regional Semifinal in 2006. and Duke over the weekend saw that
being a senior is not everything. Duke's
together late is dangerous, but one that DeMarcus Nelson absolutely choked in
still struggles could be primed for an early the big game, while North Carolina's trio
exit.
of Green, Hansbrough, and Lawson
One of the best things to do is to ana- scored the game's final eight points.
lyze a team's schedule. ESPN will promi- ESPN.com has a wonderful function that
nently display a team's key wins and bad allows you to not only look at the box
losses, but more information awaits the score of a game, but to look at the play-byperson willing to dig a little deeper.
play results.
For example, a close road loss is better
I suggest you take a look at your
than a tight home win. Playing on the underdog, or Final Four pick for that
road in college basketball is a uniquely matter, and make sure it has someone
challenging task. Remember, the people (preferably more than one someone) that
playing are kids. They are same age as can take the game over when it really
everyone here, and I bet no one on this matters.
campus has ever tried to make a free
This, as well as all of the factors I have
throw with 50,000 people screaming at already mentioned, could make the differhim to miss. Young players feed off the ence between glory and defeat in the comcrowd for their enthusiasm and channel ing weeks.
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Multi-Faceted Time In' Performance Opens Audience's Eyes
AIIIESIRACO
ARTS EDITOR

They took the stage in force.
Clad in black T-shirts with
minimal makeup and no-fuss
hair, the performers in "Time
In." were ready to make their
mark from the moment they set
foot upon the stage at the
Goodwin Theater in Austin
Arts Center. The performance
on Saturday, March 8, was one
of inspiration and dedication,
which showed through on the
faces of every cast member.
Based on life at the York
Correctional Institution, "Time
In" is a performance consisting
of a combination of "dance, personal narrative, poetry, and
song," according to the show's
writer, Judy Dworin, who is
Artistic Director of the Judy
Dworin Performance Ensemble
(JDPE) and Executive Director
of
the Judy
Dworin
Performance Project, Inc. A talented cast of women collaborated to create a piece that marks
the passing of time from
minute to minute, day to day,
and year to year as the seconds
tick by within prison cells.
"Time In" featured members

Nick Lacy

Performer Elaine Hairston participates in "Time In," a combination of dance, song, and dialogue about women in prison.

of the JDPE, Women of the residents and family members
Cross (a group of "a cappella participated in and wrote for
gospel singers/song writers," the work. Taking the stage at
according to the program), a Austin Arts Center, the perforsign language interpreter, and mance's proceeds benefited a
family members and former battered women's shelter.
residents of York Correctional
While each segment of the
Institution. The JDPE mem- performance was memorable,
bers danced with passion, the the most poignant and chilling
Women of the Cross formed a moments occurred when the
chorus trio as a supplement to entire cast was onstage, dancthe dancing, and former York ing in a military-esque manner

to beautiful, chant-like a cappella songs. Moments like this,
with the lights dimmed and the
women in lines dancing to
heartfelt words, were moments
that summed up the message of
the performance.
Although some parts of
"Time In" were a bit melodramatic, with exaggerated facial
expressions and scripted lines,
the overall performance illus-

trated the plight of women in
prison with little hope and little freedom. It earned a standing ovation from an extremely
enthusiastic audience.
After the show, the performers had a question-and-answer
session where audience members applauded the women's
dedication, asked questions
about their process, and
learned more about the work
and commitment that went
into creating "Time In."
Included in the cast were
women who were former
inmates at York Correctional
Institution, as well as two
daughters of a woman who is
currently
incarcerated.
Hearing their opinions and
their reactions to "Time In"
gave the performance an
entirely new perspective.
Admitting to crying the first
time she witnessed the show,
one of the daughters talked
about how it brought her relationship with her mother into a
new realm. One of the former
prisoners wrote a piece for the
show! her words about participating in the performance and
see SHOW on page 16

HIV Victims Speak Out Chadwick's Film Adaptation of Other
With Talking Paintings' BoUyn Girl Falls Short of Novel
SARAYOO
ANGER, PAIN,
UNDERSENIOR EDITOR
STANDING, and NEGLECT".
Circling this screaming face is
For those of you who are an ocean of sinister faces that
This past weekend, I was
always frustrated by inscrutable belong to humans and skeletons, reluctantly dragged into watchworks of art and would love and the word "AIDS" is right ing the latest historic costume
some clues from the artists, "The above the centered face. This drama The Other Boleyn Girl.
Talking Paintings" exhibition in particular painting "talks" by The highly anticipated movie
Mather Hall is just right for you. including a blurb saying, "Go received lukewarm reviews —
There, you are spared the pain ahead sad face. Do drugs. Use not bad enough to be awesomeof searching your brain to figure dirty needles. Have unprotected ly terrible, not good enough to
out the hidden
sex. End up preg- be, well, good; plenty of bosom
meanings of the
nant or sick or both. heaving and A-listers, not
Through the paintpaintings because
When you're think- enough substance. Little did I
ing's striking eleeach one comes
ing only about your- know I would leave the movie
with
a few
self, you fail to real- having had an enjoyable time.
ments ... the artist
enlightening lines
ize that all theConsidering I was flanked by
helps us visualize
from the artist.
many faces you hurt two history buffs, one who canthe internal strugare the ones that not sit through Braveheart
The "Talking
will
leave you to without pointing out all the into a ditch and the married, Henry falls for Anne, whose
Paintings"
is
gle of many HIV
face
your
life alone." glaring inaccuracies, and younger Boleyn sister, Mary days in exile have hardened
unusual in more
carriers.
Through the another who kept pointing out (Scarlett Johanssen) is ordered her into a treacherous, saucy
than one way. It
painting's striking that Henry VIII was in fact a to nurse Henry's injuries. The little minx who plays hard-todisplays a series
of paintings by various artists elements such as the bloody redhead, I left the theater quite king inevitably falls for Mary get. Henry barely bats an eyefeaturing the same topic of screaming face, the artist helps entertained.
and the Boleyn family trans- lash when a son is born to Mary
HIV/AIDS. Even more unique is us visualize the internal strugThe movie begins with the plants to Henry's court so Mary because he is so preoccupied
that the artwork was created by gle of many HIV carriers. power-hungry
can become his with getting Anne to put out.
women at York Correctional Emphasis is also put on the fact Boleyn family, The movie, as a whole,
mistress. An What rapidly (painfully, clumInstitution in Niantic, Conn. that those carriers are not only specifically Sir
does a sufficient job of envious Anne sily) ensues is Henry's severThese special artists were able causing harm to themselves but Thomas Boleyn
then elopes with ance from the church, Anne's
portrayin ga family
to infuse the paintings with also to those who care for them. (Mark Rylance)
Henry
Percy failure to give birth to a son,
torn apart by a spineemotions deriving from their The artist further comments on and the ubiquiand is exposed and (spoiler alert for the historown personal experiences with the irresponsibility and selfish- tous
by the seeming- ically ignorant) Anne's execucreepy
less father and connivAIDS, Imbued with a strong ness of those who get infected uncle the Duke
ly
innocent tion.
ing, greedy uncle but
sense of real life, these paintings with the virus due to their own of
Mary,
who
Norfolk
The movie, as a whole, does
wrongdoings. The words and the ( D a v i d
sorely lacks character
are strikingly impressive.
claims she isa sufficient job of portraying a
The painting "Scream" by art combine to leave a deep M o r r i s s e y ) ,
development and satis- looking out for family torn apart by a spineless
Jillian Vazquez, for example, is a imprint of the harm of AIDS on arranging to use
Anne's
best father and conniving, greedy
fying dialogue.
gruesome-looking piece featur- the viewers.
Anne
Boleyn
interests. Anne uncle but sorely lacks character
ing a man's distorted screaming
older
is banished to development and satisfying
Unlike the gloomy "Scream," (the
face painted a somber red that the piece "Transforming" is an Boleyn sister, Natalie Portman) France, Mary gets pregnant, dialogue. I take that back could only be associated with exuberant and flamboyant dis- to woo Henry, who is still mar- Anne is brought back to "enter- there's plenty of satisfying,
blood — even his eyes are play of three loops of bright and ried to his first wife Katherine tain" Henry while Mary is on corny chills-inducing dialogue.
bloody. His black mouth is wide cheerful colors. The innermost of Aragon, but has failed to pro- bed rest (I still don't under- At one point, Henry demands,
open with a flow of words comduce a male heir. On a hunt, stand why this was a good
ing out: "HOPE, ANGUISH,
Anne
accidentally leads Henry idea), and surprise, surprise:
see FEMALE on page 16
see TERRIBLE on page 16
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Yusef Komunyakaa Brings Insight? Imagery to Poetry Reading
October. Using a very rhythmic
reading style in which he spoke
with sharp pauses and bobbed
A small jazz ensemble his shoulders slightly as if on
played smoothly in the back- beat, he made music with his
ground as visiting poet Yusef powerful imagery and flowing
Komunyakaa sat back on a language.
couch in the Rittenberg
Komunyakaa's delivery proLounge just before his poetry vided his work with a color
reading was about to begin. which is subtly hinted at
And much like the modest through his choice of language
bass, piano,
and images. The
and drums
words themselves
Even poems with a difwere able to
contained
the
create a disferent tempo, like
rhythm he recreattinct feel and
ed in his reading.
"Ode To The Drum,"
emotion, the
While many poets
kept a beat that added
man with the
can be said to have
easygoing
to both the meaning
a gift for hearing
demeanor
similar rhythm in
and presentation.
and warm
their lines, the
smile would
impact and viscersoon conjure a power with his al feel that the images and
words that was impossible to words maintained even within
this structure was impressive.
deny.
As
he read lines, there was a
Komunyakaa, a celebrated
growing
momentum. The lanartist with a Pulitzer Prize to
guage
and
rhythm combined to
his name, is a fan of jazz, and
saturate
both
the ear and
that was readily apparent
mind.
when he began his reading. He
read several poems from his
Even poems with a differmany works, including selec- ent tempo, like "Ode To The
tions from his acclaimed collec- Drum," kept a beat that added
tion of Vietnam War poems, to both the meaning and presDien Cai Dau, his poetic reflec- entation. Komunyakaa spoke
tions on his childhood and quickly and in short bursts,
hometown, Magic City', and recreating the sound of a
even some excerpts from his drum, reciting the lines
newest work, titled War "Gazelle, I killed you/ for your
Horses, which is due out in skin's exquisite/ touch, for how
MIKE ROBINSON
SENIOR EDITOR

easy it is/ to be nailed to a
board/ weathered raw as
white/ butcher paper." Some
later lines even emulated the
exact sound of the drum. This
gave an immediate and vivid
quality to the scene of a hunter
with his freshly killed gazelle
that frames the poem.
But
not
all
of
Komunyakaa's poems contain
just powerful imagery and driving rhythm. Many of them,
especially the ones focused on
war, have a very surreal quality as well. When he got into a
stretch from Dien Cai Dau, the
same impact was present, but
there was an almost dreamy
aspect to the vignettes of battle
and what came between. One
poem in particular, ''You and I
Are Disappearing," had a
uniquely surreal feel in its
description of a young woman's
burning corpse. Komunyakaa
read, "She burns like a cattail
torch/ dipped in gasoline./ She
glows like the fat tip/ of a
banker's cigar,/ silent as quicksilver. A tiger under a rainbow/
at nightfall," delivering the
lines slowly and methodically,
slightly stressing "She burns"
as it was repeated throughout
the poem. The combination of
haunting imagery, colorful similes, and slowed pace that
dwelled for just a moment on
each image lent the poem a

fantastic feel while maintaining a strong grounding in reality. Much of what he read from
War Horses had similar characteristics, combined with an
epic feel.
Sense of place is another of
Komunyakaa's strengths. This
is evident in all his poems. He
read "Venus's-Flytraps," from
Magic City, which has heavy
nature and animal imagery
that paints a lush world. But
Komunyakaa adds a personal
dimension, inserting the musing of his young self with lines
like "I wonder why Daddy calls
Mama honey./ All the bees in
the world/ Live in little white
houses/ Except the ones in
these flowers." The picture of a

curious young boy exploring a
rural setting (Komunyakaa
grew up in a small town in
Louisiana) is strongly present
in the poem. The poems he read
from Dien Cai Dau had a sense
of place, inserting the impressions of war into a real and wild
setting.
Upon receiving an extended
applause after reading a bit
more from his new work,
Komunyakaa walked easily
back to his place on the couch
and was quiet. Just as he had
began, he sat back against the
cushions and relaxed. But the
powerful expression of language
he had just performed had certainly left a mark on the audience.

Impressive Spring Dance Concert Inspires With Variety of Styles
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Female Inmates' Artwork Show Represents Women in Prison
Showcases Raw Talent
continued from page 14

Another painting titled
"Entry" deals with the problem
loop has a gentle yellow tint to it. of the evasive attitude towards
The outer layer is a vibrant AIDS common in the general
orange and the color returns to a public. In the painting, we can
soothing light blue in the outer- see eight people in a highly
most ring. In the inner two lay- abstracted form with various
shaped doors
ers, there are
on their heads
curiously
These paintings are sigand
bodies.
shaped
light
Above
them
blue
objects
nificant not only in that
there is earth.
that
almost
they raise the awareness
The
artist
resemble
of AIDS/HIV, but also in K e 1 1 e y
pigeons, and in
Donnelley
the outer one,
that they offer the
makes her own
numerous
inmates an opportunity
comments as
hands extend
of showcasing their talent well:
"Open
from the marthe
door
to
gin
of
the
and making good use of
yourself. Open
painting
their time behind bars.
the door to othbeyond
the
ers. After all
boundary
of
the outer ring. The artist these years of the disease being
Yongmi Olsen accompanies the present in our lives, people conpainting with a short verse: tinue to keep doors closed.
"The key to the healing is with- Closed to
understanding.
in/ Shh.../ silence please/ Find Closed to knowledge. Closed to
where the healing begins/ compassion. Closed to a future.
See.../ Paper being folded/ with Don't be closed to openness."
hope/ transforming/ into the
There are 12 paintings in
true healing/ beyond the word the exhibition, each one with
of limitations."
the unique idea and style of the
The painting captures the individual artist. These painthealing process of those ings are significant not only in
impacted by HIV. Using gentle that they help raise awareness
and warm colors, the artist is of HIV and AIDS, but also in
able to show us that love and that they offer the inmates an
help are needed in order for opportunity of showcasing their
people to recover from the trau- talent and making good use of
their time behind bars.
ma of AIDS.
continued from page 14

Terrible English Accents
Comprise Dire Boleyn
continued from page 14

George/Anne scene will make
you want to vomit and then
"Your sister has been sent take a two-hour-long shower.
away. Will you give yourself to Speaking of gross, there are one
me now?" Similar rudimentary too many gratuitous birthing
phrases are sprinkled through- scenes in this movie. Granted, I
out, but perhaps this is a good don't even like hearing the word
thing because Portman and "pregnant" mentioned, but still
Johanssen have proven inca- — we get it. Many women made
pable of making the most basic many attempts to bear Henry
of lines sound
an heir. Is the
r e m o t e l y
excessive
The Other Boleyn
E n g l i s h .
imagery
of
Portman does a
screaming and
Girl, for all its theatritepid job of porpain
really neccal highs and lows, is
traying Anne,
essary?
worth the price of
convincing in
Bad dialogue
neither the role
and
accents
admission. Just make
of the bitch or
aside,
The
Other
sure to go with somethe
vamp.
Boleyn Girl is
one who will make fun
chock-full of juicy
Johanssen does
little gems that
a better job of
of the movie with you.
you can giggle at
looking
hurt
—
Johanssen
and lonely but
any acting merit is overshad- sings, Boleyn is never seen withowed by the dreadful English out a Hester Prynne-esque "B"
pendant choker someone found
accent.
Bana does some damage at Claire's, Marquis is actually
control with lots of brooding pronounced Markwis across the
and pacing around in pimp-wor- pond, Bana sometimes looks like
thy furs, and Jim Sturgess he's an extra in a rap video, and
adds to the eye candy as the Alfie Allen appears in yet anothBoleyn brother, George, who is er inconsequential role as the
forced to wed Jane Parker king's messenger or something.
(Juno Temple, playing yet The final decree? The Other
another annoying role since Boleyn Girl, for all its theatrical
Atonement), then is beheaded highs and lows, is worth the
along with Anne after being price of admission. Just make
accused of incest and adultery. sure to go with someone who will
While on the subject, the make fun of the movie with you.

getting her life back on track
were emotional and moving.
These women who participated in "Time In" were part of
a performance that not only
showcased fantastic dancing,
singing, and acting but effectively connected the audience
to situations and people with
whom they may not have previously identified. Time goes by
slowly when you know how
much you're missing every second of every day, and "Time In"
did a wonderful job of portraying the pain these women feel
as they wake up every day in
the same prison, only one day
closer to freedom. Time is time
no matter how you slice it or
count it; minutes, hours, days,
and months still add up to the
same amount of time. "Does it
really matter?" asked a performer in the show — does it
really matter how your countdowns are formed, as long as
the time keeps passing?

Nick Lacy

Lesley Farlow dances in a frenzy of emotion during the performance of "Time In."

Temple of Hip Hop Honors Women
SARAH GARDINER
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

In honor of International
Women's Day, Temple of Hip
Hop sponsored a show in the
Underground Coffeehouse on
Friday, March 7. Acts included
students and professional musicians, with outside artists
heralding from as far away as
Washington, D.C., and as close
as Hartford. The show kicked off
at 10 p.m. to a packed audience,
many of whom were wearing
vibrantly red "This is what a
feminist looks like" T-shirts.
Many of the shows Temple of
Hip Hop has organized in the
past have predominantly showcased male artists. This is a representational issue the group
has attempted to address
throughout their shows this
year, with varying degrees of
success. Last Friday's show had
Princess of Controversy, a
female emcee from Washington,
D.C., as the headliner. Women
were strongly represented
throughout the opening acts.
Mind Evolution, a Hartford
artist, commanded the attention
of the crowd with several spoken
word pieces, an art form that
has not been developed or frequently performed on the
Trinity stage. Her words set an
assertive and honest tone for the
evening as she said, '1 am not
afraid to wrap the angry black
woman banner across my chest"
as well as "I am not just a poet.
I'm a woman." After her performance she commented, "The
world is run by men ... I don't
think they'll ever say we can
hold it down but it's obvious."
The Quirks, one of Trinity's
all-female a cappella groups, followed. Although a cappella is a
dominant musical influence at
Trinity, inclusion of a cappella
groups within hip hop shows
often feels forced. However, this
was not the case during Friday's

performance. Both the venue
and the group's song selection
enabled their performance to
feel nice a contribution rather
than a gate-crashing. Jennifer
Abalajon '10 gave a soulful rendition of Erykah Badu's "On and
On."
Sophomores
Haben
Abraham and Nadjeda Estriplet
followed. Abraham has matured
as a vocal artist on the Trinity
stage! her vocals have a depth
and emotion they did not have a
year ago. Abraham and Estriplet
performed an original piece entitled "On My Own." The song,
which addressed themes of selfreliance, captivated and stunned
the audience.
Zee Santiago '09 was another
Trinity artist to rock the mic.
His performance built on lyrics
he has been revising since the
beginning of this year. He made
the choice to return to
"American Me," a piece which
aggressively
explores
the
impacts of U.S. foreign policy.
Although the song has yet to
fully mature, Santiago has effectively conveyed the heart of the
matter. Malcolm Brown '10 performed as well.
Other non-Trinity openers
included Troubadour, an emcee
from Augusta, NY, as well as
Hired Gun and Homeboy
Sandman, emcees from New
York City. AH three gave highenergy performances which
remained interesting due to
their ability to vary their flows.
Homeboy Sandman's unconventional vocal quality could be
grating at times, but it commanded attention nonetheless.
His lyrics were also the most
controversial of the evening, as
many audience members questioned the wisdom of performing
a song with the refrain "my
nuts" at a show thrown in honor
of International Women's Day.
When asked about possibilities for an increase in female

representation in an overwhelmingly male-dominated industry,
Hired Gun quoted Mos Def who
stated, "Hip hop is where we're
at and what we're doing."
Female underrepresentation
is not limited to the hip hop
industry. It is pervasive
throughout every level of society.
Troubadour expressed concern
over the fact that women who
want to make it in any maledominated industry find themselves using a "strictly masculine rubric" to get there.
Perhaps the best thing about
Princess of Controversy's performance was the fact that she
flew in the face of male domination. Before her performance she
commented, "I'm a female, that's
all I'm trying to be ... I'm trying
to make it so women understand
they can come back to the mic."
Everything about her set, from
her brightly-colored and eccentric outfit complete with mismatched shoes to her clear
enthusiasm, made it clear that
her set was going to be unique.
It was structured around her
self-formulated five qualities of
a woman — dangerous, resilient,
intuitive, persistent, and beautiful. At the end, she gave a shout
out to Jasmin Agosto 10, the
Trinity student who booked her
for the show. Agosto has been
one of the Temple voices who has
urged for greater representation
of women. When asked why she
pushed so hard for this particular show, Agosto said, "We need
it in general. Women in hip hop
tend to be left behind. It's not
fair ... So many women make up
Temple of Hip Hop."
At the end of the show, the
remaining audience was predominantly female. After
spending several hours rocking out, fists in the air, they
left smiling and exuberant. At
12^30 a.m.,
International
Women's Day was off to a solid
start.
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Former Head of Black College Republicans President Speaks
Panther Party Lectures
COURTNEY CREGAN
FEATURES

KRYSTAL RAMIREZ
OPINIONS EDITOR

On Wednesday, March 5, in
honor of Black History Month
and Women's History Month,
former Black Panther Party
leader Elaine Brown delivered
her second Trinity lecture
called, "The Struggle For
Justice-' Then And Now," in
her second visit to Trinity.
Sponsored by the Women and
Gender Resource Action
Center (WGRAC), the Trinity
College
Black
Women's
Organization
(TCBWO),

Trinity College Black Student
Union (IMANI), and the Office
of Multicultural Affairs, the
program highlighted the historic activist's "vision of an
inclusive and egalitarian society, focusing on resolving
problems of race, gender
oppression and class disparity
in the United States," as per
the abstract featured on
Trinity Exchange.
Brown began her lecture
by cautioning the audience,
"I'm long-winded." Considering
see BROWN on page 5

Jordyn Sims

Elaine Brown, former Chair of the Black Panther Party, lectures at Trinity College.

EDITOR

Features Editor Courtney
Cregan speaks with the
President of Trinity College
Republicans Reid Vineis '10.
Courtney Cregan- What
motivated you to become so
involved with the College
Republicans?
Reid
Vineis- College
Republicans are really the
backbone of the Republican
party. Nationwide, our group
is the largest grassroots political organization. Come election time, our manpower is a
vital resource in turning out
voters. Here, at Trinity, I want
to make sure that people with
conservative ideologies have a
comfortable venue. People
often assume that college students are all liberal, but that's
just not the case. Many of us
don't support Obama or
Clinton, enjoy driving our
SUV and supporting the
troops.
Cregan- What about the
Republican Party appeals to
you?
Vineis'- The Republican
Party is all about personal
responsibility. We believe that
individuals know what is best
for themselves, not politicians
in Washington. And to that
extent, we also feel that we
should take care of our own

Courtesy of Reid Vineis

Reid Vineis, President of the College Republicans, hangs out at the White House.

problems. Republicans don't
feel that the government
should be a safety net for all
people. For example, I don't
agree with the fact that the
harder I work, the more
money the government is
going to take from me to give
to people who don't work. I
mean how would you like it if
you worked really hard to get
a high G.P.A., say a 3.7, and
the school decided to take .5
and give it to the guy who
failed because he skipped
class? It doesn't make sense.
Cregan- How would you
describe political involvement
by students at Trinity?
Vineis^ Trinity students

know a great deal about politics. I'm always amazed at
how well versed some of my
friends without political backgrounds are about current
events. And they have very
strong opinions about those
events. But what many people
don't know is how to get
involved: how to express those
opinions.
Cregan' How do you hope
the College Republicans can
help Trinity students?
VineisCollege
Republicans hopes to give people who have such strong
views a way to manifest those
see VINEIS on page 5

Szechuan Tokyo a Superb Hangout Carver Interviews •
ED WALTERS
SENIOR EDITOR

How many times have you
craved chicken lo mem with a
side of sushi? And how many
times, once you've fulfilled that
dream and smuggled sushi into
a Chinese restaurant, have you
wished that a live jazz band
could accompany it all? If you're
like most of us, the answer is
probably "never". But if you're
one of the few sushi-smuggling
jazz-enthusiasts out there,
you'll know exactly what Fm
talking about.
It's called Szechuan Tokyo
(at 1245 New Britain St. in West
Hartford). It all started back in
the summer of 2000, when Paul
Lewis - he prefers "Uncle Paul"
- was offered the place by a
Mend.
"We didn't know what the
hell to do with this joint. It's
huge - 56 hundred square feet
of usable space, people space.
But I knew there was no entertainment in town, because I had
to drive to New York for it, and
so I got this idea."
The idea was to offer jazz.
Good jazz.
"I got together with a wonderful, wonderful young lady
named Diane Mower, currently
of the Greater Hartford
Academy of the Arts, who's a
great jazz singer. And she
booked my first jazz program.
We started with local acts, and
then I discovered it was okay to
call on studio musicians who

were major names. So what
happened was, all of a sudden,
this crazy Chinese restaurant,
with a huge bar and' authentic
food, became the place for jazz
cats who were friends to hang
out together, improvise together."
"In about 2002," Uncle Paul
remembers, "I noticed that some
very well-dressed, well-mannered young people had begun
to populate the restaurant at
the recommendation of the
Asian American Students
Association (AASA), because
they said, 'this is where we can
get authentic food.' It was then
that Trinity students started
coming in such droves that we
named our back room the
'Trinity' room. I was fascinated
by the fact that after four years,
homecoming day, some alumni
came back and said, 'Uncle
Paul, thank you for the sushi.
We want some more. And we
want you to come to homecoming.' So I went, and did the
whole bloody thing."
In less than a minute, we're
seated at a cozy booth in the corner and given crispy fried noodles with duck sauce - gratis.
The menu is much larger
than usual, with Chinese food
on one side and Japanese food
on the other. The sheer possibility of strange Asian fusion combinations, prevents one from an
ordering easily.
Uncle Paul points at the
sushi bar and waves. A tall
Asian man waves back.

"See that tall guy. That's
Jack. He's an ex-policeman for
the Chinese communist government who had to enforce birth
control regulations that included killing newborn babies. He's
my sushi chef, and he's been
with me for longer than my wife
of 11 years. He's like my son.
He came over on a boat with a
phony ID and started out on the
streets of New York selling crappy shit that he bought wholesale. He came to me as an illegal, and now he's greencarded
and working on his citizenship.
And my other chefs. Ah, God.
They've been with me for over
15 years. Since my first restaurant."
The Pu Pu platter is the best
we've ever tasted, and the sushi,
according to the New York City
snob brought along, "isn't bad."
Maybe the gin is already
kicking in, but atmosphere and
music transports us to a fuzzy,
decadent past. It feels too innocent, and it feels too decadent.
"I can feel you trying, baby...
"A huge cry goes up from the
audience of customers. Paul
leaps up, chopsticks in the air,
and starts pulling people up to
dance in front of the jazz band.
Most get self-conscious and sit
back down, laughing bashfully,
after a few moments, but more
than a few stay. We order more
gin and tonics and watch Paul
twirl a woman and her small
child in the back, near the sushi
bar. The jazz plays on until, the
last customers leave.

Fraternity Chefs

Tim
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see FRATERNITY on page 19
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Brown Speaks on Black Panther Party
continued from page 17

that her presentation was
over two hours long, it may
have been a good warning.
She first addressed the current presidential candidates,
going so far as to compare
Hilary Clinton to a "Miss
Ann," a derogatory term for
perceived
racists/bigoted
white women, and saying that
John McCain "is kind of
scary," and that he would
probably be elected president,
"unless he drops dead, which
is a possibility."
She continued along the
political vein remarking on
Secretary of State Condoleeza
Rice, saying, "You can't turn
her into a sister." She emphasized the point that Rice
should not be labeled a success story, as she is "participating in killing others, other
women."
Brown was very blunt and
direct in her comments,
throwing in such remarks
throughout her discussion as,
"Bill Cosby - is he ever going
to go away?"

Brown also spoke about
preconceived notions and
stereotypes. Her good use of
one-liners helped convey her
message and made those in
the audience laugh, chuckle,
and sometimes even gasp with
the shock value of her statements, although she did say,
"Don't act like I'm saying
something you don't know!"
She then launched into a
slew of statistics to highlight
what she called "glaring disparities," mentioning that
there is "something wrong
with the scheme of things in
America."
She
quickly
reviewed the history of the
US, recounting how colonists
"wiped out 30 tribes, even
Pocahontas' daddy," and then
enslaved "generations upon
generations." She called the
Supreme Court's Plessy v.
Ferguson decision "devastating," and "the beginning of
American apartheid." Brown
also went into specifics about
the Black Panther Party,
describing the numerous
coalitions they formed with
such groups as the Brown

Berets, the Zimbabwe African
National Union (ZANU), and
the Irish Republican Army
(IRA), because as Brown put
it, "our struggles were interconnected."
At the end of the evening,
Brown received a standing
ovation and spent about 45
minutes answering questions
from the audience, which covered a wide range or issues
and topics such as the feasibility of peacefully achieving
goals to recommending what
the Trinity community can do
to help further Brown's aims.
Brown's straight-forward,
no-nonsense attitude was
clearly a crowd-pleaser.
"I think it was vital for
Trinity students to hear
Brown's message because she
was being the most real with
us that I think I have ever
heard any other speaker be,"
said Jasmin Agosto '10, a student from Gilmore's class.
Agosto continued, "She
shared experiences with us at
the dinner table that we all
felt were extremely personal
and with that uplifting."

Top 5
Ways to Alleviate a Hangover
5. Hydrate. Drink as much water as
possible. Frequent bathroom trips will
prove a small price to pay.
4. Take some painkillers in the morning. Not during drinking: that will
damage your liver.
3. Drink expensive liquor (it doesn't
make you as sick as the cheap stuff).
2. If you wake up still drunk, chances
are you will not be hung over!
L The morning chaser. The second
you declare, "I will never drink
again," is the best time to have
another.

Concert to Benefit Hartford Hospital Writer of HBO's 'The
Wire' Lectures at Trinity

hosted by the fraternity for
approximately
30 years,
Cancer Center at Hartford Former Psi U Vice President
Hospital. The concert will also Jay Ray '08 believes, "We're
feature
permaking the traformances by
dition better.
"Spring Weekend is
Zee Santiago
Rather
than
awesome, but there
'09 and Manek
discontinuing
aren't a lot of big fraMathur '09 (DJ
the tradition,
Swaraj).
ternity events like this." we're
just
President of
adding to it."
Psi U Josh
Ray is espeJosh Biren '09 cially excited
Biren '09 stated his motivaPresident of Psi Upsilon about the effect
tions for organthat the event
izing the event:
promises
to
"I really wanted to do this have on campus climate :
because I wanted to do some- "People who wouldn't come [to
thing that hadn't been done at Psi U] for a typical fraternity
Trinity. Spring Weekend is party may be interested in
awesome, but there aren't a attending an event like this.
lot of big fraternity events like We might be able to change up
this." Biren is currently in the crowd a little bit, which is
contact with companies like nice." Despite the negative
Monster Energy and Red Bull stereotypes that sometimes
about the possibility of their govern the way in which stusponsoring the concert.
dents view various fraterniBiren chose DJ Unk as an ties at Trinity, Psi U hopes to
act because he was "looking encourage a more welcoming
for a good combination of atmosphere within the comaffordability and recognizabil- munity, as exemplified by the
ity in order to be able to concert and other events like
donate as much to Hartford the recent "Conversation Over
Hospital as possible." Biren a Cocktail" during which facprojects, "If it goes well this ulty and students convened to
year, we would like to contin- discuss campus climate and
ue to bring notable performers other pertinent issues Psi U is
endeavoring to provide confor the community to enjoy."
Though Psi U will be host- structive arenas in which varing the concert in. lieu of the ious members of the communiannual formal that has been ty can successfully cultivate
continued from page 1

new relationships. Biren reiterated, "The concert will be
good for the community [...]
and somewhere everyone can
go and have a good time."
The concert will further
benefit the community in raising money for an important
cause. Of this, Ray stated, "I
think it's awesome. We're supporting a good cause." The
program to which the event's
proceeds will be donated provides navigators who "meet
one to one with patients' families and caregivers to promote
informed decision making and
to identify and minimize
socioeconomic, environmental,
and circumstantial issues that
may bar access to care and
hinder compliance with treatment," according to a pamphlet provided by the
American Cancer Society. Psi
U believes the support of this
cause to be particularly significant in Hartford, Conn. And
after last year's "Car Wash for
Cancer," Psi U's continued
dedication to supporting both
the detection and the treatment of breast cancer has
been impressive and is especially realized in the upcoming
concert.
The event promises to be
an exciting addition to Spring
Weekend. Be sure to contact a
Psi U brother in order to purchase a ticket ASAP!

UHart Biddies Be Crazy:
Ladies Throw Down

What is With All the
Rowdy Visitors?

UHart girls got a little too
into the spirit of one frat's
theme party and waged war on
three unsuspecting Trm junior
girls. Punches were thrown,
necks were strangled, and
heads were turned, as the first
cat fight of the season ensued.
AT throws up her white flag
and a don't-come-back sign.

AT tried to help a CCSU
girl as she fell into the arms
of a junior brother. Several
students tried to carry the
intoxicated girl home and
get her some help. Her
thank you came in the form
of vomit. On each helper.
Next time, a card would be
just fine.

V

continued from page 1

of inner-city life. He wanted to
"show people how it works."
Pelecanos later said "What
I feel is wrong with American
fiction ... and television ... is
it's written by people who
haven't lived any kind of life."
He had earlier told the story
of his own career, where he
worked several low level jobs
before finding his talent for
writing almost ten years out of
school. This kind of experience
shines in his writing, giving it
a genuine and powerful
impact. His work resonates
with so many people because

he creates complex and believable characters and situations
that are memorable as well.
"The Wire" just wrapped
its fifth season on Sunday
night, ending a really great
run for a really great show.
Pelecanos certainly had very
much to do with the hit show's
incredible success. Hopefully,
when awards season next rolls
around, he'll grab an Emmy
for his absolutely amazing
work. Even if he doesn't win,
he shouldn't have any problem
at all bringing his strong
brand of writing to both literature and television in the
future.

www.npr.org

George Pelecanos, writer of HBO's "The Wire," spoke at Trinity on Wednesday.

A Naked Performance
on Top of a Car
Spotted: a pledge dancing
on the roof of a car in his
birthday suit, worshipping
the moon. The reason for
this display of pornography?
No idea. The pledge had
chose the activity all on his
own. AT hopes no one will
ever be subjected to this horrific sight again.

Drunken Giant Breaks
Fraternity Window
"Walking on Broken
Glass" took on a whole new
meaning when one girl set
the stage for AT to break on
through to the other side.
After what must have been a
giant girl broke a window,
brothers tried to warn students of the danger, but several bloody injuries ensued.
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Fraternity Chefs Talk About Life at Trinity, Students, and Events
continued from page 17
Tim J. Otte is originally
from Cheboygan, Wisconsin.
He is currently the St.
Anthony's Hall (The Hall) •
chef, and the former owner of
Timothy's restaurant
Carver Diserens- Have
you eaten at the Trinity
Restaurant?
Tim Otte'. Yep, over the
summer.
Carver' What do you
think? Is it a step down or
up?
Tim- I think their food is
excellent. She's doing a great
job. She just needs some more
business.
Carver'- Is it difficult owning a restaurant that relies on
a college for a lot of its business, especially during the
summer months?
Tim'- It depends, it's a seasonal business. Although, during the day in the summer is
usually busier than in the fall
or winter. There are still a lot
of people working at Trinity
and we also pulled a lot of people from around the Capital.
Carver'- Which job is more
stressful, working here or
working at Timothy's?
Tim- Timothy's was a lot
more stressful, it's like night
and day.
Carver- What is the best
thing about each job?
Tim- The people, at both
places. The kids here are terrific.
Carver'- What is the worst
thing about each job?
Tim' Here, It's the parking. At Timothy's, snowstorms
were the worst, it was tough
to get customers.
Carver- Tell me about
floor hockey.
Tim'- Floor hockey?
Carver- Yes, that may or
may not be played in the room
behind me from time to time.
Tim'- Generally, I prefer
for it to be played outside.
Carver- But that doesn't
always happen.
Tim- It doesn't always, but
for the most part [the members of the Hall] keep it outside. They're pretty good
about it now, they listen.
Carver'- How often do you
make black magic cake here?
Tim- Maybe once every
two or three weeks. Tonight
they have formal dinner, so
I'm making it.
Carver'- In hindsight, has
it been worth selling your
immortal soul for the recipe?
Tim: Actually it is an old

Hershey's recipe. So it's not a
secret or anything.
Carver '• Is there any
secret technique then?
Tim- A lot of love.
Carver- How long do you
see yourself working here?
Tim'- I'll probably work
until I'm about 70 or so.
Carver- Do you have any
message you want to share
with the Trinity community?
Tim- I enjoy running into
people when I'm walking
around campus, and love to
say "hi" to former customers.

Daniel "Dano" Pettinato is
originally from East Hartford,
Conn. He is currently the chef
at Psi Upsilon (Psi U).
Carver- If we were to do a
cook-off among all three of the
Greek houses' cooks, what
would you make and who
would win?
Daniel
Pettinato- I
would win. I would make beef
Wellington. That's what I
made when we had the president here.
Carver- Of the three people in this interview, you're
the only one who has worked
in his current position for
more than two years. What is
your opinion of Trinity College
and the students here?
Dano- There have been a
lot of changes since I've been
here, some good, some bad.
The one thing that I get disappointed in is that there isn't as
much school spirit anymore. I
was talking to the hockey guys
and they told me that [the
NESCAC Champion Trinity
Bantams ice hockey team]
have the lowest attendance
even in the NESCAC with the
new rink and I think that's
kind of embarrassing. I think
the school needs to market
themselves better when it
comes to that sort of stuff.
Carver'- What would you
do differently?
Dano' I think the school
needs to announce and publicize the events more so that
students don't only hear about
it from each other. Like this
weekend, the hockey team is
playing [and winning] up at
Colby. I know it's far, but the
school could have gotten a bus
or something so students
could go watch. I also can't
stand when you leave the
hockey games in between periods to go get a beer at The Tap
and then have to pay again to
get back in. I mean, it's only a

dollar, but at least for the students it should be free, make
it an event.
Carver'- What would you
say to people who want to shut
down the fraternities at
Trinity?
Dano' I honestly think
that they haven't been to them
enough and don't understand
what goes on. They function
like small businesses and I
don't think people appreciate
how much work goes into
them. Most students come
here and go nuts and don't
realize that the brothers have
to pay for everything in the
house and it's not a schoolsponsored organization. I
mean, you would like to be
able to let everyone in, but the
first problem with that is the
fire codes set up by the fire
marshall.
Carver^ I know you do a
lot for our troops stationed
overseas, in terms of sending
care packages and stuff, especially since there are a couple
of Psi U alums involved. Why
do you think that it's so important?
Dano-1 think that the students don't feel that there is a
war going on. Not just Trinity
students, but everyone. At
Hartford County 4H, the summer camp I work at, on rainy
days we have the kids write
letters and send some care
packages. When I talk to Stu
[Howell '98] he says that they
pass all the letters around the
barracks and it really means a
lot to them. Those guys are
over there so you can go to
school here, it could be you.
It's a mistake to think that the
troops are making the policy
decisions, they just signed up
to do their job. Stu has done
three tours and just re-upped
for six more years.' he's someone you should admire. For
someone to come to a school
like this and then sacrifice
himself to go fly helicopters
that are getting shot at, is
really important. If you've got
a free minute, write a letter to
a soldier, they love it.
Carver- How do you feel
about our campus climate?
Dano'- Just a general difference on the campus, I think
has a lot to do with cell
phones. You don't see anybody
walking without their cell
phone out. It makes the campus impersonal. People don't
say hello to each other, they
just look away and talk on
their phones. I also think that
things get blown way out of
proportion here. I mean, I

grew up in the '60s and '70s
and I don't ever remember
things being like this.
Carver- That is a lot to do
with political correctness.
Dano'- I don't think it's a
help for anybody when you
can't say anything, that's not
free speech.
Carver'- Any final message
you would like to share with
the Trinity community?
Dano- Keep my kitchen
clean when you sneak in here.
Also, do you think I'll get a
free case of soda if I mention
trinsnacks.com in this interview?

Fahd Qatabi is originally
from Sanaa, Yemen. He is the
chef at Alpha Delta Phi (AD).
Carver- What do you do
when you're not cooking for
AD?
Fahd Qatabi- I work at
the Goodwin Hotel.
Carver- And what is your
position there?
Fahd'- I'm a banquet chef.
Carver- What meal that
you make here is the most
popular with guys?
Fahd- Every day they are
excited. All the time they like
what I cook.
Carver- That's some pretty high praise. Is there something that you make better
than anything else?
Fahd'- They can ask me to
make anything and I'll usually be able to do it. They really
like steak dinner or lobster
dinner.
Carver'- If you could cook
only one meal to try and
impress someone, what would
you make?
Fah d- My favorite to make
is Italian pastas. I like to
make a lobster pasta with
mushrooms,
asparagus,
onions, marsala wine, and
heavy cream. [Carver: It's no
Zona Mexicana, but it'll do.]
Carver'- Do you ever cook
them any Yemenese food?
Fahd- Not here. It's similar to Greek food, sort of: hummus salad, shish kebabs, or
lamb shanks.
Carver- Does working for
people in their 20s make your
job easier or harder than
working at the hotel?
Fahd- They are both pretty easy. The guys here are
educated and they understand
how things work. It's more
demanding to work at the
hotel. There are lots of different people that expect differ-

ent things from their food.
Sometimes guests will say,
"This is the best," or maybe
they will say, "It's only so-so".
Carver- Describe for me, if
you would, the scene in the
kitchen on a Saturday or
Sunday morning.
Fahd- It's clean! [the
brothers] have schedules to
keep the kitchen clean. Every
day, two people come to clean.
Sometimes when they have
parties, it's a little messier,
but they still get up and clean
their house.
Carver- What's the toughest thing about your job?
Fahd'- I haven't seen anything hard so far.
CarverYou've only
worked here a little over a
year. What is your opinion of
Trinity and its students?
Fahd- Well, it's definitely
one of the best colleges in
Connecticut.
Carver- Do you have any
final message that you want to
say to the Trinity community?
It's okay if this is a plug for
the Goodwin.
Fahd'- A lot of parents
come stay at the Goodwin,
that's where they like to say.
We do a lot of parties for graduation.
Carver' I'll tell people to
ask for you when they stay
there. Anything else?
Fahd- I would say it's
important to be educated and
work hard. This is your
future. If you don't have any
education, you'll be washing
dishes, cutting grass, working
for minimum wage. This time
is all about what you have,
what kind of degree you have.
Anywhere you go to get a job
they'll ask you what school
you came from and what kind
of work you want to do. If you
don't have education in this
country, you're nothing. Even
in third world countries now,
it's a whole new generation
with computers and technology. Look at Dubai, it's in a
third-world country. That was
built from nothing and it's not
just because of the oil money.
It's because of the knowledge
and the investment.

If you .would like to nominate someone to he interviewed for this column,
please send an e-mail to Stafi
Writer Carver Diserens '09
(carver.disevens@trincoll.edu)
or the Tripod (tripod@trincoll.edu) with your suggestion.

Vineis Defends Republican Ideology, Speaks on Political Issues
continued from page 17

them. So say you have a really
strong opinion on healthcare
policy, if you come to a CR
meeting you'll probably meet
like-minded people. Then, collectively, you can take action
and spread your views.
Cregan'- What have you
done for the club so far? What
do you have planned?
Vineis'- We try and run the
club to provide services to our
members. College Republicans

have a large amount of
resources to help anyone with
a conservative mindset. We
can set people up with conservative internships, get you
involved in a campaign, teach
you about a specific topic, etc.
We also try to have fun too. So,
later in the spring, we'll be
going paintballing and having
speakers talk to us.
Cregan'- What was your
first political experience?
Where does your passion for
politics come from?

Vineis' My parents are
involved in politics so they
always drag me to political
events. But the first real experience that affected me was a
summer internship I had in
high school. I interned for a
committee in the House of
Representatives, and I had a
blast. I literally ran into members and senators all the time.
I wrote speeches for my boss
and was given lots of responsibility. But the biggest thing
was that I saw was how people

in government have the power
to change lives, for better or
worse. And I said to myself
that I want to be a part of this.
Cregan: Do you have any
aspirations for a career in politics?
Vineis'- My dream is to be
a senior staffer on a national
campaign. That's really the
top of the political profession.
Cregan'- Who do you support in the upcoming election?
Why?
VineiB- I support John

McCain. Not only is he the
Republican nominee and an
American hero, but he is the
most qualified for the job. His
long career in the senate has
made him well versed on hundreds of policy issues. He
understands military strategy
and knows to trust generals,
not pundits. And McCain
knows how to make hard decisions in rough times, not waffle or follow the political
winds. That's what we need
these days.
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'National Signing Day' Proves Trinity Right Choice for Players
JOEY ROBERTS
SPORTS CONTRIBUTOR

Books are being published,
Web sites are being made and
fans are becoming increasingly
interested in the growing popularity of "National Signing
Day," the day that high school
seniors across the country sign
over their football and intellectual services to a specific college of choice. Official visits,
phone calls, receiving letters
and in-home meetings with
coaches are just some of the
activities that recruits go
through.
Some unique football players receive offers from a multitude of Division I universities,
while others have interest from
schools of lower divisions that
cannot offer scholarships for
the service of the player. Either
way, whether it is a choice
involving Division I or Division
III schools, players are making
the choice on where they will
spend at least the next four
years of the their lives. They
also have the underlying
motive of joining the prestigious fraternity of those who
have played college football.
Web
sites
such
as
Rivals.com ($99.55 per year)
and ESPN.com ($39.95 per
year) have numerous employees that spend countless hours
watching recruiting tapes and
attending various camps. They
are in pursuit of placing a value
on every notable high, school

football player in the country.
tedious, receiving so many
In comparison to Trinity,
Rivals.com gives recruits phone calls, letters and ques- which thrives on players who
stars, up to five for the elite tions from my friends, teachers, just want to play college footplayers, while ESPN.com gives coaches and parents. But the ball. The sales pitch from
a number, up to 100, to specify occasional difficulties are Trinity goes along the line that
the prominence of each recruit. important towards making the the recruit will get to receive a
Height, weight, speed in the 40 right decision and I would not superior degree along with
yard dash, bench press repeti- change how my recruiting knowing that year in and year
tions, performance on the field process went."
out they will be in contention
as well in the class room are
Mark was happy to hear for the NESCAC championship.
just some of the factors that that according to Rivals.com's
On the subject of Division
play into the
III
football,
ratings that
Trinity freshbecome associman
Hank
ated with a
Speights said,
Top Recruit
Stars/5
player as early College
"The players
as his sophohere are here
more year.
for the love of
3.96
TE Kyle Rudolph
Notre
Dame
the game. We
M a r k
OL Matt Kalil
3.89
all had the
Sanchez, fron- USC
grades
to go to
trunner to be Florida
3.82
CB/S Will Hill
some public
the
starting
3.81
DE RJ. Washington school and just
quarterback at Oklahoma
be a student,
USC next fall, Ohio State
3.79
OL Mike Adams
but
we chose to
was the top3.72
WR
Julio
Jones
Alabama
play
the game
rated quarterwe
all
grew up
3.67
Georgia
WR
A.J.
Green
back in the
playing."
country,
WR Daryl Stronnum
Michigan
3.67
according to
3.58
DB Patrick Johnson W iSophomore
R i v a l s , com, LSU
nston
coming out of Texas
Tuggle agreed,
3.55
RB Desean Hales
Mission Viejo,
"Playing footCalif., in 2005. He had full ride team rankings, USC finished ball at a lower-level school like
scholarships from top-notch second overall with an average Trinity allows the players to be
programs such as USC, Texas, of 3.89 stars for each recruit more well-rounded. We work
Notre Dame, Florida, and Ohio that committed to the Trojans. our butts off during the season
State among others.
Those top 10 teams, along and off-season, but we have
When asked about the world with a handful of other power- time in the summer for internof recruiting, Sanchez said, "It houses, make the sales pitch to ships and basically just being
really is a crazy world that has the recruits that they will have college students."
The mentality that there is
become such an important a chance to win a national
aspect of a program's success." championship along with the more to life than football is
He added, "The recruiting chance to play in the NFL if the something that the Trinity
process was at sometimes recruit chooses to attend, school. coaches have to offer in compar-

Top 10 Teams for the Class of 2012

THE FRED IS NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR THE 2008-2009
SCHOOL YEAR
The Fred Pfeil Community Project offers a unique college experience for both the 60 students that live in Summit East and the
rest of the Trinity campus. Completely student run, The Fred is
committed to putting on alternative, non-exclusive events every
Friday night, creating engaging groups based on students' interests that are open to all, and providing a common free-space
area for the entire college community.
We are looking for a group of engaged students who are very
much interested in forging their own college experience while
reaching out to the campus at large.
APPLICATIONS CAN BE DOWNLOADED AT
thefred.trincoll.edu
APPLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED VIA E-MAIL TO
thefredemail@gmail.com

BY MARCH 26
Please contact Ryan Haney (ryan.haney@trincoll.edu) or Osman
Nemli (osman.nemli@trincoll.edu) with any questions.

\

A

ison to a Division I program
like Colorado of Boulder that
gives its players less than a
month off from football. Being
able to offer a well-rounded
opportunity is one of the reasons Head
Coach Jeff
Devanney is very happy about
the recruiting class that will be
on campus in the fall.
Geographically, the class
includes at least one player
from 12 states. On the topic of
the incoming recruiting class
coach Devanney said,
"We filled our biggest depth
issues at offensive line, defensive line, and linebacker by
bringing in some very talented
players with good size. We
were also able to bring in a
handful of tailbacks - we currently only have two (Ollie
Starnes and Bobby Jackson).
We do feel there are a few
players that can make an
immediate impact. We are
excited about the additions
and how they will fit with the
talented, hardworking players
we already have in the program."
Whether people like it or
not, "National Signing Day"
and the intense recruitment of
high school athletes will continue to grow in popularity.
Evaluating high school players
has become a science and it is a
science that will keep college
football fans anxious for the
new season to come. Only time
will tell how the recruits will
affect the up coming season.

Storybook Run Comes
to a Close for Wr Hockey
continued from page 24

teams in the nation, and it was
a close, competitive game to
the end."
In
overtime,
Trinity
attempted some last-minute
shots.
Amherst's goalie
stopped a shot from freshman
forward Kim Weiss with just
three seconds left on the clock.
Sophomore goal tender
Isabel Iwachiw, who finished
the season with a .958 save
percentage and a 14-4-3
record, was quick to credit her
team with a strong effort.
"Our team has come a long
way since the first time we
played
Amherst,"
said
Iwachiw. "The shot count this
weekend was almost even,
where we were out-shot twoto-one in November."
The
season's
motto
"Stronger than Yesterday"
rang true every weekend for
the Trinity team, which
seemed to set new benchmarks
every time the players stepped
on the ice. Chee broke the
team's all-time points record
just halfway through her junior season. Iwachiw made allNESCAC first team. Coach
Andrew McPhee was named
NESCAC Coach of the Year.
The women finished out
the season as one of the most
productive units in the

NESCAC, with a .886 penalty
kill in comparison to their
opponents' collective .784. The
Bantams outscored their opponents 67-43 and finished the
season ranked 10th in the
nation, also marking the first
time they broke into the top
decile.
McPhee's first full recruiting class brought in a strong
current senior class. The girls'
freshman season brought
Trinity's first playoff berth in
team history, and they have
been the cornerstone of the
Bantams' success ever since.
McPhee recruited two-year
captain Erin Fitzgerald,
defenseman Ali Schmidt, forwards Kara Douglas, Lila
Claghorn, Emmy Handy and
Megan Fallon, and goaltender
Helen McCarthy.
The team already has its
eyes set on next season, raising its expectations significantly from past seasons.
While before the Bantams
hoped for a playoff spot and a
tournament win, their eyes are
set on a higher prize for the
2008-2009 season.
"We're going to have a
great team," said Chee. "This
year's freshmen will be veterans with playoff experience
under their belt. Hopefully,
we'll qualify for the NCAA
tournament."
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Bantams Fall in Heartbreaking Repeat of Last Season's Tourney
continued from page 24
NESCAC Defensive Player of
the Year Aaron Westbrooks to
take a 34-31 lead. But the
Bears responded, taking a 4136 lead on a lay-up from senior
forward Jeff Prebeck.
A Dunn steal and outlet
pass led to a two-handed dunk
from Rowe to tie the game at 44
with 13 minutes remaining.
Coast Guard answered,
holding the Bantams scoreless
for five minutes for a second
time. A jumper from guard Eric
Hudson capped off 13 straight
Coast Guard points to put them
ahead 57-44 with just under
eight minutes to play.
"I was surprised we got
down 13," said Trinity Head
Coach Stan Ogrodnik. "I was
not surprised at all when we
came back."
Playing their part, the
Bantams began to chip away at
the lead: a three from Taylor
cut the deficit to 10. A fadeaway jumper from First Team
All-NESCAC selection and senior tri-captain forward Russ
Martin cut it to seven. A
blocked shot from Martin led to
a three-point play from Rowe,
cutting the Bears' lead to four.

On the ensuing possession
tough help defense from the
Bantams caused a traveling
violation on Sowers. Freshman
guard Brian Ford hit a threepointer to bring Trinity within
one. Ford then stole the ball in
the Coast Guard backcourt, but
his contested lay-up in transition rimmed out. The Bantams
were whistled for their 10th
team foul in the struggle for the
rebound. The Bears hit both
free throws to stretch the lead
back to three.
The teams traded baskets,
and with under a minute
remaining, a Martin offensive
rebound and put back brought
Trinity back within three, at
68-65.
A foul in the backcourt gave
Coast Guard a chance to put
the game away, but the Bears
missed both free throws, leaving Trinity the ball with 27 seconds to play and a final chance
to tie.
Trinity's final play never
developed, eventually ending
when Taylor's contested threepointer misfired. Prebeck
grabbed the rebound, his 10th
of the game, and was quickly
fouled. Prebeck converted on a
pair of free throws that put

Coast Guard up 70-65 for the
final margin.
Prebeck led all scorers with
24 points and also contributed
a game-high 10 rebounds. He
shot 10 of 14 from the floor and
was a perfect 6-6 after halftime, saying afterward of the
game, "It was like a heavyweight fight. They started
punching us. We started to
punch back, and in the end we
were able to knock them out."
Rowe played 38 of the
game's 40 minutes and finished
9-13 from the floor for 21 points
to go with seven rebounds to
lead the team. Trinity finishes
the year at 21-7, and will
return starters Rowe and
Westbrooks for the 2008-2009
season.
The Bantams have made
the NCAA tournament seven
times under Ogrodnik, making
the final four in 1995. But this
season, Ogrodnik's 27th as
head coach, marked the first
time the Bantams won the
NESCAC postseason tournament, which has been in place
since 2002.
The loss was the last home
game for Trinity seniors tricaptain guard Tyler Simms,
Martin, Taylor, Hasiuk and

Individuals Find Success at NESCACs
tively. Sophomore Andrew same team placed ninth in the
Zuhusky,
freshman
C.J. 400-meter freestyle relay with a
for a chance to swim in the final Murdoch, Keery, and sophomore time of 3"-16.01, more than a secthat evening. If they place ninth Brooks Gerli, who made up the ond faster than the record set in
through 16th, they qualify for 200-meter freestyle relay team, 1997 of 3-17.07.
On the women's side, another
the consolation final, but no mat- placed 11th, but swam the event
ter how fast their time is, they in 1:29.31, breaking a 15-year- freshman, Brooke Haynes,
will be unable to place any high- old school record of 1:29.45. The shone. She set two new school
er than ninth. There is also a
preconsolation final for those
who place 17th through 24th.
Swimmers who fail to make the
preconsolation final end their
day with the heats.
Trinity did not place in a final
either weekend, but did turn out
several consolation final competitors, including, on the men's
side, freshman Barton Keery,
who placed 12th in the 50-yard
backstroke event with a time of
25.61, a personal record that tied
the school record for the event.
Classmate Andrew Boynton,
who had to win a swim-off that
morning to qualify for the consoCourtesy of Kristen Noons
lation final, placed 14th in the The men's team poses after its 10-place team finish. Note: clivers not pictured.
50-yard butterfly event with a
time of 24.34.
school records in both the 200- records, placing 14th in the 400The men were also successful yard freestyle relay and 400- meter individual medley in
in the team events, achieving meter freestyle events, respec- 4:44.76 and shattering a 10-yearold record of 4:50.34. Haynes also
I '*
won the consolation final, break'\
ing the previous Trinity record of
2.14.68 with her time of 212.62.
Head Coach Kristen Noone is
' it
optimistic about what these
results mean for next year's
team, but emphasized the importance of applauding this year's
team. "I fully expect to be competitive next year [...] We will
use this year's experience and
the experiences of past years to
continue to build a strong swimming & diving program. But I
will only look forward to next
year once I'm done celebrating
Courtesy of Kristen Noone
and beaming with pride about
The women's team poses after its llth-place team finish. Note: divers not pictured. our teams this year," she said.
continued from page 24

Dunn.
then: second-round tournament
"Replacing seniors is always game, upsetting host UMasstough," Ogrodnik said. "They've Dartmouth, 50-47, to advance
been
there
to the Sweet
before. They
16.
know what it
Trinity fans
takes.
They
were given free
each brought
white t-shirts
something difupon entry, folferent to the
lowing in the
table."
tradition of the
"Penn State
T h e
White-Out"
Bantams have
employed by
a
won-loss
the Nittany
record of 101-30
Lions football
over the past
team for big
five seasons.
home games.
"We knew
they were a
"I'd like to
good team comthank all the
fans, all the
ing in and we
know they are Senior Pat Hasiuk drives through the students for
now,"
said Coast Guard defense in Trinity's loss, coming
out
Ogrodnik
of
and showing
the Coast Guard team.
us support," said Ogrodnik.
On Saturday the Bears won "They were phenomenal."

M. Ice Hockey Picks Up
AQ with NESCAC Win
continued from page 24
a shot from the point with a
little under five minutes to
play in the second period.
Vesprini refused to allow
another puck past him for the
rest of the game. He tallied 36
total saves, 16 of those coming
in the third period. The win
earned them a date the next
day at 1 p.m. versus the
Middlebury Panthers for the
NESCAC championship.
"The key to our success
was a commitment to defense
as well as spectacular goaltending from Wes Vesprini.
Offensively we had contributions from a variety of players,
as has been the case all season, and were able to capitalize on enough opportunities to
win," said Hicks. "Winning the
NESCAC title is a great
accomplishment for our team,
and we look forward to continuing our success at the
National Tournament."
Even though the Bantams
previously
defeated
the
Panthers 4-1 in Hartford on
Feb. 2, few believed that
Trinity would accomplish the
feat again. Middlebury stood
in pursuit of their fifth
straight NESCAC title as well
as their eighth championship
in nine years. In 2003
Middlebury lost to Trinity 4-2
in the title game.
On Sunday, March 9, the
Panthers blazed onto the ice,
putting a goal in the net after
7:35 minutes in the first period. The Bantams were up to
the challenge, however, reciprocating four minutes after
Bartlett's goal.
Trinity junior forward
Joshua Rich fired a shot from
a bad angle that managed to
sneak its way past Middlebury
netminder
Ross Cherry.
Recapturing the momentum,
the Panthers tallied again
only a minute and a half after

Rich's goal, when Mason
Gridlock scored to put
Middlebury back on top 2-1.
From that point on,
Vesprini refused to let another
puck into his net, and Trinity
continued to keep pace with
the Panthers. At the 11=20
mark in the second period,
Bantam junior defenseman
Christopher Powers blasted
home a shot to tie the game 22. The game remained tied foj>
the rest of regulation as both
teams battled each other in
high-speed end-to-end action.
In the final two minutes of
regulation, Vesprini made two
crucial glove saves to force the
game to overtime.
The intensity of the first
overtime took its toll on both
teams, yet both the Bantams
and Panthers refused to lose.
The first twenty-minute overtime expired without either
team seizing the NESCAC
championship. Finally, 7:07
into the second overtime, Rich
scored his second goal of the
game on a wrap around that
gave Trinity the 3-2 victory.
The Bantams stunned the
league by knocking off thirdranked Bowdoin in the quarterfinals, top-ranked Colby in
the semi-finals, and secondranked Middlebury in the
championship game.
This was the first season
the men played under Head
Coach David Cataruzolo, who
previously worked with the
squad for nine years as an
assistant coach. They emerged
from their winning weekend
to earn a spot in the NCAA
Division III tournament on
Wednesday, March 12 at the
University of MassachusettsDartmouth.
This is the first ground
game of a 10-team tournament.
The winner on
Wednesday will play at
Elmira College in the quarterfinal on Saturday, March 15.
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^§?? : ^ --- J^LI'CTI Spring Sports Season Preview
WOMEN'S ROWING
Last fall the women finished first in the Collegiate
Eight event at the Head of the Charles Regatta in a
44-boat race. Their time of 17:20.08 placed them six
seconds ahead of second-place Trent University
Ontario, Canada. The win was the second for the §,women since 2005. Head Coach Wes Ng is in his sec-1
ond year in the position. Both senior co-captains,
Amanda Kulik and Carmel Zahran, have rowed varsity
all four years and offer expertise to their much

MEN'S
ROWING

younger crew. Their first race is Saturday, March 29,
Under the leadership of Head Coach Larry Gluckman, the men's rowing

at Ithaca against Ithaca, William Smith and Marist.

team is a recognized force in the world of crew. The men have rowed to

Their first home race is the following Sunday, April 6,

three first-place wins at the Head of the Charles regatta in the past four

against the Coast Guard Academy.

years. The men set a course record in the 2007 Head of the Charles with a
time of 14:58.71 — over three seconds faster than second-place
Wesleyan. They have also recorded wins at the San Diego Crew Classic, New
England Championships, ECAC National Invitational Regatta, and Henley
Royal Regatta. Over 50 student-athletes are on the team, one-third of
whom were new to rowing when they arrived at Trinity. Gluckman started

BASEBALL

coaching in the fall of 2003, after working for notable programs including
Columbia, Northeastern, Princeton, and Dartmouth. The Bantams finished

1

tied for 13th in the final U. S. Rowing National Poll last spring. Their first

he men have eight straight days of spring

naining in sunny Fort Myers, Fia. Under the

home race is Sunday, April 6, against the Coast Guard Academy.

••rection of Head Coach Bill Decker, they
'i ok to improve upon last year's 30-8
--•cord. They marked 8-4 in the NESCAC

MATCHUPS

Hast Division and qualified for the NCAA

Baseball

,3division III Championship Tournament for

-Home vs. Bowdoin, Friday, March 28, 3 p.m.
-Trinity is ranked fourth in the Eastern Division, to No. 2 Bates.

the sixth time in the last 10 years, despite
" ^ , n i ' s s i n 9 t n e NESCAC playoffs. Strong lead-

,v»

Softball

'

-Home vs. Bates, Friday, March 28, 4 p.m.
-First NESCAC East Division match-up for No. 3 Trinity.
Men's Lacrosse
-Home vs. Bates, Saturday March 15, 1 p.m.
-Trinity is ranked fifth in the league to No. 8 Bates.
Women's Lacrosse
-Home vs. Amherst, Wednesday, April 2, 6:30 p.m.

h
2
0
O
8
t^In January,
was
named
the
2007
" h bDecker

Connecticut College Coach of the Year by the American Legion Baseball Program. Senior Tim Kiely
was chosen as the 2007 NESCAC Pitcher of the Year. Senior Thomas DiBenedetto, who started all
38 games at shortstop this spring, led the NESCAC in both hits with 1.45 per game (55) and runs
with 1.29 per game (49). He tied Trinity's single-season assist record with 112 and committed just
eight errors for a .9512 fielding percentage.

-Trinity is fourth in the league, while Amherst is ranked first.

WOMEN'S TENNIS

MEN'S TENNIS

TRACK AFIELD

WOMEN'S LACROSSE

MEN'S LACROSSE

SOFTBALL

The women's tennis team beat

Ranked eighth of 11 teams, the

The indoor track and field season

Trinity is ranked sixth in the

Hopes are high under the leader-

Trinity will field a young team this

Babson and Springfield in their

men's tennis team has a lot to

begins in November and overlaps

nation. The women's team domi-

ship of Head Coach James Finlay

year after the 2007 graduation of

2007 season, losing their sole
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Sixth-Seeded Hockey Wins NESCAC Tournament
Trinity Upsets Top Three Seeds En Route to
NESCAC Championship Tournament Win
KYLENAVIN
SPORTS WRITER

After a shocking 5-2 upset
over Bowdoin last weekend,
the Trinity Men's Ice Hockeyteam
advanced
to the
NESCAC semi-finals to face
the top-seeded tournament
host Colby Mules on Saturday,
March 8. Even with added
pressure from home fans,
Trinity won 2-1 and advanced
to the championship game
versus Middlebury. The last
time they reached the quarterfinals was in 2003.
The Bantams scored their
first goal a little over three

minutes into the first period.
Freshman forward
Adam
Houli scored on a breakaway
fed by junior defenseman
Chris Diozzi. Shortly after the
goal, a power play forced the
Mules out of a box formation
in their defensive zone. Junior
Biley Hicks sent Diozzi a pass,
which Diozzi converted into a
goal to put the Bantams on
top 2-0 with a little over seven
minutes remaining in the first
period.
The Mules cut Trinity's
lead in half when defensemen
Joe Rothwell hammered home

The
Trinity
College
women's ice hockey team
closed out the 2007-2008 season this past Saturday, March
8, with a loss to the Amherst
College Lord Jeffs in the
NESCAC
Championship
Tournament Semifinals. After
60 minutes of play, Trinity's
record-setting 18-5-3 season
came to an end with a final 21 score.
The loss left a bitter taste
in the mouths of the Trinity
squad, who had been hoping to
avenge the 0-1-1 season record
against fourth-ranked and
defending NESCAC champion
Amherst.
"We got off to a flat start,"
said junior forward Michelle
Chee. "We didn't play like we
could have." She scored the
sole goal 11 miriutes-iir^to the
second period.
'""^""^^
Amherst continued on to
the tournament championship
game Sunday, demolishing the
Colby College White Mules by
a margin of 7-1. Amherst held
a 12-0-4 record against''
NESCAC teams injhe regular
season.
"We knew they were going
to be a challenge," said Chee.
"Amherst is one of the best

E.G. Caner

see M. ICE on page 22

The Trinity College men's ice hockey team beat thefirst,second, and third seeds.

see STORYBOOK on page 20

Swimmers Basketball Falls in Disappointing First Round
Compete at
NESCACs
AU-NESCAC point guard Pat Hasiuk
hit two three-pointers and senior tricaptain forward Rob Taylor connected
This past Thursday night, March 6, on a third. Junior forward Paul Rowe
the season ended for the Trinity's men's grabbed one of his five offensive
basketball
team. The NESCAC rebounds and followed it up with a
Champion Bantams fell, 70-65, to the vicious dunk in traffic. A drop step layCoast Guard Academy Bears in the first up from senior center Stephen Dunn
round of the NCAA Tournament before gave the Bantams their largest lead of
a raucous home crowd of 1,300 at Ray the game at 19-8, and the rout appeared
to be on. Hasiuk then found Taylor
Oosting Gymnasium.
Trinity took control early, sprinting under the rim off a Coast Guard
to a quick 9-2 lead, as senior First Team turnover, but reserve forward Jevon

James blocked the shot.
Behind James' play off the bench
(eight points, seven rebounds, three
blocks) and their effective match-up
zone, The Bears settled in. The NEWMAC champs held Trinity scoreless over
the next five minutes. Afoul line jumper
from reserve guard Al Sowers capped off
a 12-0 run and gave Coast Guard their
first lead of the game at 20-19.
The match-up zone kept Trinity off
balance all game.
"We wanted to be patient and put
them in awkward positions." said Coast
Guard Head Coach Pete Barry. "We
were very concerned about [Hasiuk].
Spacing and poise were two things we
stressed coming in."
The Bantams hit their first three
three-pointers, but shot just 3-17
behind the arc the rest of the way on
their way to shooting 39 percent from
the field for the game. Coast Guard;
meanwhile, shot 53 percent from the
field, making 14 of 24 second-half shots;
while out-rebounding the Bantams 3629 for the game.
Down 29-26 at the half, the Bantams
began the second half with a threepointer from Taylor and a lay-up from

The men's basketball team rallies together during the game against Coast Guard this past Thursday.

see BANTAMS on page 22
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A season defined by individual success
despite team struggles came to a fitting
end two weekends ago when the Trinity
College men's swimming and diving team
completed its final event in the NESCAC
Championship Tournament, finishing
10th of 11 as a team. The women had competed a week earlier and returned with an
llth-place mark.
Although the teams did not place
among the upper tier of NESCAC schools,
almost every athlete contributed a standout performance. Between the men's and
women's teams, there were 45 personal
records set and five school records broken.
The tournament structure can be
extremely taxing on the swimmers' bodies, as they swim heats in the morning
and must place in the top eight to qualify
see INDIVIDUALS on page 22

